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The study of power of recursion is the investigation of a family of set theoretic 
functions defined on models of a fragment of ZF set theory. This family, the power set 
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recursive functions, is distinguished it that in contains nearly all of the functions used 
by set theorists in the past century. More precisely, the “deterministic” functions 
whose existence is provable in ZF are power recursive, and vice versa. And whenever 
additional axioms are used, the functions defined are usually still power set recursive. 
Indeed, one of the most characteristic features of the concepts which are important 
to set theory is they occur in several forms. Usually one of those forms seems 
“uneffective” in the sense, say, that it might quantify over the entire universe. On the 
other along with this definition usually comes a different characterization which is 
more “effective”. Such a second characterization usually is power set recursive. 
For example, consider the Hartogs’ operation h which assigns to each set x the least 
ordinal not injectible into x. To see whether h(x) = a seems, at first glance, to involve 
surveying the entire universe. However, we also know that h(x) is precisely the 
supremum of the ranks of well orderings whose field is a subset of x. This alternative 
characterization gives rise to the power set recursive formulation of h; it formalizes the 
intuition that h(x) is calculated by taking a few power sets of x, looking for the well 
orders of subsets, taking the order type of these, and then using the supremum. 
For another example, the concept of constructibility is not immediately recursive. 
But since x E L iff x E L( Ix I+), we see that constructibility has a more effective 
rendering. Finally, some of the equivalent formulations of the existence of O# are 
immediately recursive, and others are not. These examples highlight the interest in 
a concept which captures the intuitive idea of being built from below, using the 
operations of set theory as basic. 
It is with this in mind that we define the power set functions. The definition is given 
in the next section, and examples appear in Section 1.3. The basic idea is to find 
a countable family of functions, whose initial functions are given by the axioms of ZF 
(Pairing, Union, Power Set, etc.). And the closure operations will be the standard ones 
of recursion theory, except that we add something for Replacement. 
It is not, however, for empirical reasons alone that we study power set recursion. 
There is a field of study variously called set recursion or E-recursion. It was intro- 
duced by Normann [14] (and later Moschovakis [12]) as a way to view recursion in 
higher types as a recursion theory over set theoretic structures uch as V(o + n). The 
subsequent development has gone far beyond this to study, e.g., relative recursion on 
sets closed under E-recursion and independence results relating to the theory itself. 
(Cf. [16] for a survey of some of this work.) 
Now the power set recursive functions are just the set recursive functions with an 
additional scheme for the power set function. Thus we can motivate our study by 
asking whether the results of set recursion extend to the new context. Power set 
recursion can be motivated by this consideration, but in hindsight his is as unsatisfy- 
ing as introducing set recursion on the basis of its connection with higher types - the 
methods and the basic questions are just too different. Ultimately, the considerations 
of power set recursion and E-recursion should interact, but we focus in this paper on 
new phenomena. Accordingly, knowledge of E-recursion is in no way necessary for 
this paper. 
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The remainder of this section contains the basic definitions and examples of the 
subject. It also contains some background from generalized recursion theory. Section 2 
presents a few connections of power set recursion to power admissibility. These 
include Theorem 2.8 (due to ~oschovakis) which states that for all ~1, the least power 
admissible V, with a < K is exactly the least V, closed under power set recursion and 
containing M. The definitions from Section 2 are used in the remainder of the paper. 
Section 3 deals with problems of relative recursion on the least power admissible set. 
Some of the results here are patterned after similar results in classical- and cr-recursion 
theory. In Section 4: we introduce a new kind of degree ordering on the universe of 
sets, called the power degrees. The study of the power degrees leads to some intriguing 
open problems, and it also is the source of some equiconsistency results between 
set-theoretic and recursion-theoretic hypotheses. Sections 3 and 4 may be read 
independently (except for the very last equiconsistency results of Section 4.6, which 
need Section 3.2). 
1.2. The schemata of power set recursion 
In this section we describe the power set recursive functions on both heuristic and 
formal levels. We envision computations in a model V = ( V, E, 9) of a fragment of 
set theory. Here (and subsequently), 9 is “the true power” of V. Computations arise 
from primitive operations and from closure properties. The primitive operations are 
pairing, union, power set, the characteristic function of E, and the constant u). Note 
the similarity of these to some of the axioms of set theory. The closure operations are 
composition, definition by cases, addition and permutation of arguments, and two 
others related to the axioms of Replacement and to transfinite recursion. 
The axioms of Replacement suggest hat if ,f(x, jtl, . . . , yn) is computable, so is the 
function y(x, y, , . , y,) given by 
: 
{f‘(f,3’i,...,y,):tfx] if .f(t,~~,...,y,) 
gf.x,yt.*..,y,) = is defined for all t E x, 
undefined otherwise. 
(Note that ‘v means “is defined and equal to”.) 
The last closure condition is, roughly, to allow indices as arguments m a suitably 
arithmetized enumeration of computable functions. The connection to transfinite 
recursion is given in the next section along with other consequences of adding this 
closure property. 
The use of indices as arguments presupposes a formalization of these intuitive ideas 
in terms of schematized recursion theories. Functions are introduced concurrently 
with indices, and the enumeration theorem is built into the definition. Also, we are 
thus led to consider partial functions. 
The method of defining recursive functions in a structure is due to Kleene [7]. For 
a more recent treatment, see [S]. The structures we will consider are first order 
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The schemata of power set recursion 
Initial functions: 
{I) (x)-xatrk(x) 
421 (x) % U.x at r&s) + 1 
(3) (x) = Yx at r%(x) + 1 
{4) (x) z 0 at max(rk(x), w) 
IS} (X, y) = (x, yj at max(rk(x), rk(y)) + 1 
pi) (x,yf 2 i ; 1; :;); at max(rk(x), r&y)) + 1 
{(7,n,m)}(y,x , , . , x.) ‘v S at u if for all z E y there are sz and uz 
so that {wt}(z, xr, . . . . x,) 1 sz at u;, and also 
S={~~:zcy}andu=sup{u,+l:r~y] 
Composition: 
((8,e,,e,,n)](x, ,..., x,)=Satu 
if there are ua, So, and or so that {eO )(x,, . . . . x.) z So and uu, 
ier 1 (Su, x1 , . . .._ u.) 2 S at u,, and u = max(u, + 1, u, + 1) 
Enumeration: 
{(9,n>](m,x,, . . .._ w,)-Satu 
ifu=p+landm~w,and{mj(x, ,..., x,)-Sat8 
Cases: 
((lO,n,eO,el)~(t,xl ,..., x,)1Satu 
ifu=~+Iandeither(i)t=OandjeO}(x,,...,x,)~Sat~ 
or(ii)t#O,andje,}tx ,,..., x,)-Sat& 
~hu~ing: 
((ll,M,m,(i,...., ij))}(Xr,...rX~)~Sat U 
ifu=/I+ I,1 Gjjin, 1 Gi, ,..., ij<nn,jm}(xi ,,..., q,)=Saat/$ 
and u 2 rk(x,)....,rk(x,) 
structures (I/, E, P’> = V of a theory formulated in a language L?(E, 9) with a bi- 
nary relation symbol and a unary function symbol. 
Definition. ZF /Z1 (9) is the collection of axioms of Zermelo set theory along with the 
Replacement axioms for C, formulas in 2( E , 9). 
Alternatively, ZFj.E, (9) is KP formulated in Y( E, 9) along with the power set 
and infinity axioms. Transitive models of this theory are called power admissible, and it 
is in such models that we define power set recursive functions. 
Formally, we define a relation R(e,<xI,...,x,),s,a) c wx VCwx Vx(VnON) 
by a C, (9’) recursion over V. We will always write this as (e) (x1, . . . , x,) N s at o, and 
read this as “function e applied to arguments x1, . . . , x, is defined and equal to y at 
stage a”. The clauses in the definition of {e} (x1, . . , x,) 2: s at CJ are given on this page. 
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When interpreted in the usual way, these clauses define a C,(P) relation 
{e) (x1,..., x,) z s at 0 on models of ZF 1 C1 (P). 
Before turning to some examples, note that if {e} (x1, . . . , x,) = s at rr, then s and 
CJ are uniquely determined. This consistency property is verified by induction on 
min(a, a’) and then by cases on e. It allows us to write {e} (x1,. . . , x,) for the unique 
y such that for some B, {e} (x1, . . . , x,) N s at CJ. We will only use this when there is 
some such y. In this case, we write {e) (x1, . . . , x,) I( {e} (x1, . , x,) converges); 
otherwise, {e} (x1,. . . , x,) r (diverges). 
A partial function ,f: I/” + I/ is power set recursive if for some e E w, 
.f(x lr . . . , x,) 'v y iff (3~7 E V){e} (x1, . . . . x,) N y at 0. 
A partial ,f is power set recursive in z, if for some index e 
f(xl, , x,) ‘v y iff (30 E V)(e}(z, x1, . . . , x,) 1: y at 0. 
A set will be called power set recursive just in case its characteristic function is power 
set recursive. Finally, we will often abbreviate the name of this notion to “power 
recursive” or simply “recursive”. 
I. 3. Examples and basic properties 
The power set recursive functions include the rudimentary functions (cf. [2]) and 
therefore include x, y t-+x n y, (x, y), x x y, x”(y), etc. To obtain the primitive recur- 
sive (and other) functions, we need to use the schema of enumeration in the form of the 
Kleene recursion theorem. 
Kleene recursion theorem. For each partial recursive function {e} (m, x1, . . . , x,), there 
is some m* E o so that for all x1, . , x,, (e} (m*, x1, . . . , x,) N {m*} (x1, . . . , x,). 
The Recursion Theorem holds in any recursion theory admitting enumeration. One 
of its basic uses is to establish the following principle, also due essentially to Kleene. 
Effective transfinite recursion along well-founded relations. Let < be a well-founded 
relation whose field is some set A. Suppose that f is a function on A x V” such that 
(*I f(xo~xl....,Xn)~V9(Xo, Xl,...,&, {.f(y,x*,...,x,):y<xo~) 
for some recursive function g. Thenf is recursive in < - that is, there is an index e so 
thatf(x,,g ,..., x,)={e}(<,x, ,..., x,)forallx, ,...,_ x,. 
Also, if < is a well-founded relation on the universe of sets such that for some index 
j, {j} (Y) = {x: x < y}, and f is a function given by (*) for some recursive g, thenf itself 
is recursive. 
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Noteworthy applications of this principle are the recursiveness of all the set 
theoretic functions whose existence is traditionally proven after introducing trans- 
finite recursion. For example, define p by 
PC-G 4 = SUP{P(Y, <I + 1: y < x}. 
Since the supremum and “ + 1” functions are recursive, so is p(<, x). Of course, 
p(<, x) is the rank of x in <, provided x is in the well-founded part of <. If we then 
take < to be the E -relation and use the second paragraph in the statement of effective 
transfinite recursion, we can see that the function x H rk(x) is recursive. 
As a corollary to this principle we also see that the power set recursive functions 
include the primitive recursive functions. So CI H L(a) is recursive. Using power for the 
very first time we also see that a H V(a) is power set recursive. 
Continuing to use power, note that the class of well orderings is power recursive 
because < is a well ordering iff every y E Y(fld <) has a <-minimal element. So we 
obtain the characteristic function of this class using Power, Replacement, and Cases. 
The characteristic function of the cardinals is recursive since K is cardinal iff K is an 
ordinal and there is no bijection of K and any smaller ordinal in I’,+,. Similarly, the 
classes of inaccessible, measurable, etc. cardinals are all recursive. 
To see that o! H K, is power recursive, we use Hartogs’ theorem to prove that 
x I-+ the least well-ordered cardinal beyond x 
is power recursive. By the theorem, the next such cardinal is given deterministically by 
sup {p( <, y): < is a well order of a subset of x and y E field(<)}. 
Using this and Effective Transfinite Recursion we can get an index for c( H K,. 
If we assume that V l= Axiom of Choice, then the function x I--+ (xl is power 
set recursive. Of course we are using the von Neumann identification of cardinals 
as initial ordinals here. The argument above shows that x H [xl+ is power recursive, 
and 
1x1 = sup{/3 < [xl+: fi is a cardinal} 
In the same way, cardinal exponentiation is power recursive, as is c1 H ?=. 
As a final example using the function x H (xl +, recall that x E L iff x E L( Ix/‘). 
Thus the characteristic function of L is recursive. It follows that .5@(x) = P(x)n L is 
also recursive. Now using the Recursion Theorem, we can get an index e so that 
(i) If(e}(e,(x, ,..., x,))J,thenxi ,..., x,eL. 
(ii) If [{e}(xi,..., ~~)~yI~,then{eJ(e,(x,,...,x,))-y. 
Consequently, if V(a) = (V(a), E, 9) is closed under power set recursion, then so is 
L(a) = (L(a), l , #). 
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1.4. Lengths of computations and the selection theorems 
The essential toois in our study include several results originating in abstract 
recursion theory. These theorems establish the recursiveness of several functjons 
concerned with stages of inductive definitions, and they bring to light important 
closure properties of the power set recursive functions. 
Proposition 1.1. There is an index u so that if e, x1, . . . , x, are such that 
[ej (x1 , . . . , s,fl, rhen (zt) (e, (x,, . . , .xn))~ and {a) (e, (x1, . . . , x,)) is the ~nj~ae a SD 
that (e)(xlI . , x,)J, ar a. Jf {e)(x,, . . , x,) dioerqes. then so does {u> (e, (x1, . . , xn)). 
Proof. This is an easy argument using the Recursion Theorem. We also need the 
recursiveness of the pairing and depairing functions. the rank function, and a few 
other rudimentary functions. q 
If (e) (x Ir . . . , x,) 1, then we will write 
1 {e] (x ,,...,.Y”)I 
for {n> (e, (x 1 ,..., x,)).ff{e)(x 1, . . . , x,)?, then I {e) fx ,,...,x,)/denotes cc,anobject 
“greater than all ordinals.” In this way, we can compare the lengths of two computa- 
tions when just one converges. 
The lengths of convergent computations depend on the assignment of lengths to the 
computations arising from schemata l-6. We could have defined the lengths of each 
computation to be, say, 0, and the class of power set recursive functions would remain 
the same. Our definition is designed so we could prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.2. If {e} (x ~,...,.x~)J, then [{e) (XI,...,. x,)1 2 rk(.ui) .for i =: I,..., FZ. 
Proof. By induction on lengths, and then by cases according to the schemata. c] 
A most useful theorem concerning lengths is the following result which holds in 
a large class of schematized recursion theories. 
Stage comparison theorem. There is an index u so that 
iu) (el 3 (x1 3 ... 3 .G), ez(y1, . . . . y,))l 
ifleither {eri(~~,...,x,)l or {e2j(y1,...,ym)_lrandin thiscase, 
(a) (er f C-u Ir . . ..x.), (ezfi_vl ,..., y,>l= 
0 if l(el](x I~...~xJI d jeZj(ylr...rymfl 
1 if lie2) (yl,...,ym)l < {el)(s, ,..... xn)I. 
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As a consequence of Stage Comparison we also have an important selection 
principle. 
Gandy selection. There is a recursive function 
so that for all e, x1, . . . , x,, if there is some t E o so that {e} (t, x1, . . . , x,)1 then 
{~>(e,<x~,...,x,)) converges to such an integer t. If no such t exists, then 
{u}(e,<xi,...,x,))t. 
Gandy selection was first proved for recursion in higher types (cf. [4] or [ 111). The 
other selection principle, Grilliot-Harrington-MacQueen selection, was also first 
proved in that context. It uses Gandy selection and (crucially) the scheme for power 
set. 
GHM selection. There is a power recursive function {u} (e, y, (xi, . . , x,)) so that if 
there is some z E y such that {e} (z, x1, . . . , x,) 1, then {u} (e, y, (xi, . . . , x,)) converges 
to a nonempty set Z so that for all z E Z, {e} (z, x1, . . . , x,)1. In this case, 
Finally, if (Vz E y) {e} (z, xi, . . . , x,)7, then {u} (e, y, (x1, . . . , x,)) r also. 
For a proof, cf. [13]. In the terminology of abstract recursion theory, GHM 
selection asserts that the collection of V-semirecursive relations (domains of power 
recursive-in-parameters functions) is closed under bounded existential quantification. 
1.5. Relativization of power set recursion 
Let A be any set. We relativize power set recursion to A by adjoining to the 
schemata of power set recursion a new schema 
(12) (4 = 
1 ifxEA 
0 if x$A 
at rk(x) + 1. 
It is important to point out that in the new recursion theory, the closure sehemata 
(Replacement, . .. , Shuffling) can refer to this scheme as well. As a result, the function 
f(x) = xnA 
is recursive using A as an oracle. Conversely, the characteristic function of A is 
recursive in the original schemata djoined with a schema for J: 
We write either 
{e}A (xl, . . . . x,) N y or {e} (x,, . . , x,; A) ‘Y y! 
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when considering the computations of the new recursion theory. All of the general 
properties of Section 1.4 hold for the new notation, including GHM selection. We say 
that f: V” --t I/ is recursive in A if for some index e, j-(x,, . . . , x,) = y iff 
{e}(xl,...,x,;A)-Jl. 
In the Section 3 we will study recursion relative to subsets of V (A,). It should not be 
assumed that I/ (i,) is closed under recursion relative to A because the ordinals 
;I, were defined in terms of the unrelativized theory. The only cases where I’ (L,) is 
trivially closed under A-recursion are when A is power set recursive or when 
A E V(1,). 
Proposition 1.3. (a) [f A is power set recursive, then there is an index u such that .for 
alleand xl,...,x,, 
(i) {e}” (x1, . ,x,)li~:u}(e,(~1,...,~,))1,and 
(ii) 1f {e}A (xi, . . . ,x,) z y, then {u} (e, (x1, . . . , x,)) rr. y. 
(b) There is an index v so that for all e, x1, . , x,,, A 
(9 iejA (XI ,...,x,)l i~{v}(e,(x1,...,x,),A)l,and 
(ii) [f {e}A (x1,. .., x,) = y, then {c} (e, (x1, , x,), A) = y. 
Proof. By an easy fixed point argument. 0 
The next lemma makes precise the notion of “the amount of A used’ in showing 
that (e}A(~I,...,x,)l. 
Lemma 1.4. There are indices j and k such that jbr all e, x1, . . . , x,, y, g, and A, if 
{efA (x,, , x,) = y at CJ, then 
(9 IjjA(e,(xl,...,.x,))I,and {kJA(e,(.~,,...,.~“>)l; 
(ii) jkjA (e, (x ,,...,~.))=An{j}~(e,(.~,,...,x,)); 
(iii) Zf B is any set with Bn{j)A(e,(x,,...,x,))=jk}A(e,(x,,...,x,)), then 
{e}B(xl, . . ..x.) E y at C; 
(iv) For all z E {j}” (e, (x1, . . . , x,)), rk(z) 6 g. 
Proof. This too is a fixed construction. If we imagine that k builds a set as e computes 
(e) A (x1, . . . , x,), then j keeps track of which sets were used as arguments in schema 12. 
And k puts into {k}A ( e , ( x 1, . . . , x,)) exactly those arguments which are in A. We get 
(iv) since schema 12 was written so that 
I{l2}(x)l = rk(x) + 1. 
The only other case deserving mention is Replacement, and here we take the 
union. q 
The following consequence of this lemma plays the same role in the study of relative 
power recursion that the corresponding fact plays in the study of Turing degrees. 
The Use Lemma. If {e>” (x1, . . . , x,) N y at c and 
BnV, = Anl/,, 
then (e)” (x1 f .‘.f x,) 2: y at 0. 
Proof. In the notation of the lemma, (iv) shows that if z E {j}” (xi, . . . , x,,), then 
rk(z) < cr. In fact, the strict inequality holds, This is because rk(z) is always a successor 
ordinal and lengths of computations are successor ordinals except (possibly) if they 
arise from Replacement. If e is not an instance of Replacement, we verify that rk(z) < D 
by taking cases. Thus (.j }” (xi, . . . , x,) c V,, and the result follows from (ii) and 
(iii). c] 
2. Repre~ntation th~rems for power admi~ible V, 
2.1. Representation of successor power admissibles 
Let V = (I/, E, S) be power admissible. An ordinal K E V is said to be V-power 
udm~ssjble if the submodel ( V(K), E, 9) is itself a model of ZF 1 Z, (9). Note that the 
power operation on V(K) must be the restriction of the power operation on T/, and 
indeed V(K) is defined using B in V. 
Moschovakis used GHM selection to relate power recursion in V to the successor 
V-power admissibles. We will first present his result for the least V-power admissible, 
assuming one exists, in order to simplify notation a little. 
Define 
1 
A0 = swfIfml(@)I: Cm> CS>l>, 
&+l = sup(l(m)h,..., ~,)I:~l,.-.,~,~~~~,)~{m}(x~,...,x,)l}, 
2, = sup (&: n E #I. 
Lemma 2.5. There is a fixed index e* and ordinals or(m, n) and sets P(m, n) (m, n E w) 
so that for all n 2 0, 
(i) L,_i = ~(0, n) < ~(1, n) < ..I < cr(m, n) < .-a < A,; 
(ii) P(m, n) 65 V(a(m + 1, n)) fir alf m; 
(iii) (e*> (P(m, nf) N or(m, n + 1) for all m; and 
(iv) sup (M(m, n): m E 0) = A,. 
(Here A_ 1 = co.) 
Proof. Fix e* to be an index so that e*(S) = sup{~{(~}~f((x),)l: x E S>. 
We define by induction on n the ordinals cr(m, n) and set P(m, n). Simultaneously, we 
check (i), (ii), and (iv), and we also carry the additional induction hypothesis that 
{e*> (P(m, n))J for all m, 
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For n = 0, set ~(0, 0) = o, and a(m + 1,O) = the least recursive (in 0) ordinal 
greater than a(m, 0) and whichever of (0) (0) . . . , {ml (0) are defined and are ordinals. 
Also set 
P(m, 0) = {(e, x) E w x V(a(m, 0)): (e}(x) 1). 
Note that (i), (ii), and (iv) hold for n = 0, and that for all m, {e*} (P(m, 0)) 1. 
To define sequences a(m, n + l), P(m, n + 1) from a(m, n) and P(m, n), first use the 
induction hypothesis to set a(m, n + 1) = {e*} (P( m, n)). Next, define P(m, n + 1) to be 
the complete subset of V(a(m, n + l), just as P(m, 0) was defined from a(m, 0). The 
definition of ,I, and induction hypothesis (i) imply that i, = a(0, n + 1). Since 
P(m, n) E If(&), and {e*} (P(m, n)) 1 by induction hypothesis, a(m, n + 1) < ,I,+ 1. 
Also, (ii) of the induction implies that (e*, P(m, n)) E P(m + 1, n) so that in fact 
a(m, n + 1) = {e*} (P(m, n)) < a(m + 1, n + 1). 
This verifies (i) for n + 1, and (ii) follows. For (iv), the definition of ,I,,+, and induction 
hypothesis (iv) implies that 
Ltl =s~~sw{I{eJ(x)l: XE v(a(m,n))) 
= sup{a(m, n + 1): m E w}. 
Thus (iv) holds for n + 1. Finally, it is clear that for all m, {e*} (P(m, n + 1)) 1. 0 
Corollary 2.6. For all n, An < A,+ 1. Each A, has conjinality o. 
The following lemma is the heart of the proof that V(&) is power admissible. It also 
has many applications in the other chapters. 
Lemma 2.7 (Selection Lemma for I/ (1,)). There is an index s so that for all e E w and 
all z E V(;l,) if there is some x E V(&.) such that (ej (x, z)l, then {s} (e, z) converges to 
a non-empty set of such x’s. 
Proof. Fix z E V(&). Consider the relations 
R,(e, z) iff there exists x E V(&) such that {e) (x, z)J. 
We show that these relations are semirecursive, uniformly in n. That is, we construct 
indices s, so that s, (e, z)l iff R,(e, z). Also, if R,(e, z) holds, then s,(e, z) will be 
a non-empty set of such x’s Finally, the map n H u, will be primitive recursive. So we 
appeal to Gandy selection once again to get a single index u as in the original 
statement of this result. 
In getting indices for the relations R,, we follow the notation from Lemma 2.5. 
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The key point is that R, (e, z) iff there is some p. E I/ (o + 1) so that there is some 
p1 E I’({e*} (po) + 1) so that there is some p2 E v({e*} (pr) + 1) so that ... so that 
there is some pn E V({JZ*}(~,_~)) so that there is some XE V({e*)(p,) so that 
{e} (x, z)l. To see this, we take p o = P(O,O), p1 = P(0, l), etc., so that for all i, 
{e*} (pi) = ~(0, i + 1) = Ai. Now this expression shows that R, is semirecursive, using 
GHM selection, and the uniformity is immediate. 0 
Theorem 2.8 (Moschovakis). I’(&) is the least V-power admissible set. 
Proof. Clearly any V-power admissible set contains I’(,?,) since the relation 
{e> (4 = Y is Cl (9) over V. That is, any V-power admissible is closed under power set 
recursion. Since I’(&) is the least set closed under power recursion, it is contained in 
every V-power admissible. 
Going the other way, we need only show that I’(&) satisfies every instance of 
C1 (9)-Replacement. Suppose y, p E If(&), and R(x, z, p) is a d,(P) relation such that 
I’(&) k (vz E YNW Rb, 2, ~1. 
By Corollary 2.6 fix m so that y, p E V(l,). Let e be an index so that {e} (x, a) is defined 
if and only if R(x, (cI)~, (a)l). Then in the notation of the Selection Lemma 2.7, for all 
z E Y, 1s) (e, (z, ~))l. W e can thus use the Replacement scheme to get 
U {{s} (e, (z, p)): z E y} as an element of I’(&,+ i) s I’(&). Call this set X. Because 
for all x E y, {s} (e, (z, p)) is defined and is a non-empty set of x’s with R(x, z, p), we 
have that 
~(~,)~(~zzY)(~xEX)R(X,Z,P). 
This proves that V(;l,) is (strongly) power admissible. 0 
If x E 1/ and there is a V-power admissible with x E I/(K), then we can also use the 
power set recursive functions to generate the least such K. Define E.,(x) by 
10 (4 = sup { 114 WI: (4 (x)1> 
and A.,,+ 1 (x) from A,,(x) the same way 1 n + 1 was defined from A,,. Then the limit A*(x) is 
he least V-power admissible containing x. 
2.2. The operation x Who(x) 
For any set x, let 6,(x) be the least ordinal not recursive in x, and let K~(x) the 
supremum of the ordinals recursive in x. Since any set computes only countably many 
ordinals, both of these are well-defined; moreover, do(x) < K1 . We will soon show that 
‘(x, 6,(x)) is of the same power degree as K~(x). The proof uses the function 
len(x, y) N the length of the shrotest computation of y from x 
and the observation that ~1 Hlen(x, a) is total on S,(x). 
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Proof. Note that len(x, ~$1 iff for some e E w, (e] (x) = y. If there is such an index e, we 
can find one (uniformly in x, y) by Gandy selection. From this e we can compute 
I {e} (.x)1 by Proposition 1.1. Now the index given by Gandy selection actually is an 
index for which the length is minimal, but even if it weren’t,we could calculate the least 
length from any length. 0 
Theorem 2.10. There are indices u and v such that j&r ali x, {uf(x, Q(X)) “v do(x) and 
{L+(X, 6()(x)) = &J(x). 
Proof. Let u be such that for all y, a, 
{u>(y, c() 1: the least element of Kr not recursive in J 
via a computation of length < CC. 
Fix X. For all a, (u} (x, a) G S,(x). But for all fl < (5,(.x), len(x, fi) is recursive in x by 
Proposition 2.9 and is therefore less than K~(x). It follows that for all 
x 2 rk(x), {U) (x, a) = C%(X). 
For the second assertion, let u be an index so that 
{u) (y, B) = sup {len(y, a): a < a) 
for all y, fi. Again fix x; we evaluate {v} (x, ~,(x)f, First note that for all a < S,(x), 
len(x, a) is defined and recursive in x. Thus {u} (x, &(x)) d Q(X). Suppose the in- 
equality were strict, and fix an index m such that (u} (x, C&,(X)) < {m)(x). It follows that 
{u) (x, {m}(x)) cv S,(x). But now 6,,(x) is recursive in X, contradicting its definition. So 
it’) (J& &J(X)) * Q(X). 0 
When x = $, we will always omit it from the notation. For example k”. = &,, and 
~~ E_.~ ijo by the theorem. 
It is sometimes useful to consider “boldface” versions of these concepts. Accord- 
ingly, we define 
60 (4 = the least ordinal not recursive in x and any element of X; 
MO (4 = the supremum of the ordinals recursive in x and any element of x; 
len(x, y, z) = the length of the shortest computation of y from x and some 
element of 2. 
Then len is partial power set recursive using GHM selection and Proposition 2.9. The 
boldface version of Theorem 2.10 also holds with obvious modifications in the proof. 
In particular, for all x, K~(x) d .(.w, &(x)). 
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Lemma 2.11. For every c(, ler S, = {S,(V(L,(c())): n E o}. Then S, is a countable, 
unbounded subset of x”, the next power admissible above LX Moreover, CI’ is computable 
from tx, S,, uniformly. 
Proof. Recall that a’ is sup {&,(a): n E o}. For all n, &,(V(A,(a))) computes 
These computations are uniform. Moreover, a,( V(E,,(a))) < 1 V(&(ix))I+ < x9. So 
given c( and S,, take the smallest element of S,, use it and CI to compute &(a). Then 
compute V&(a)). Use this and the next element of S, to compute i,i (a). Continue in 
this way, and take the supremum after countably many steps. 0 
This lemma shows that we can recast the definition of A,,+ 1 from 1, to read 
1 n+ 1 = SUP {Jkca,: B < A?). 
2.3. Power admissible cardinals of conjinality o below the first strongly inaccessible 
cardinal 
According to the relativized version of Moschovakis’ Theorem 2.8, if K = 1: for 
some set or class A, then K is (I/)-power admissible. Of course, K is also of confinality 
o. In addition, K is less than the first strongly inaccessible cardinal because if p is 
strongly inaccessible, then for all A, (V’,, E, 9, An VP) is power admissible and 
a limit of power admissibles. 
In this section we will prove the converse under the assumption that the universe is 
recursively well-ordered: every power admissible K of cofinality w below the first 
strongly inaccessible cardinal is of the form 1: for some A. In fact A can be taken to be 
a subset of K itself. Theorem 2.16 obviously reminds one of Sacks’ theorem that every 
countable admissible is of the form of for some X c o. (cf. e.g., [3]). It even suggests 
a possible “analogy”: 
RI admissible 
the first strongly inaccessible cardinal Z power admissible 
Since we will be manipulating sets of ordinals, we will adopt a few conventions for 
this section only. First, the pairing operation ( ) will be taken to be the Gijdel pair. 
This is recursive and it has the property that 
0, r d (a, t) d Imax(o, z)l+ 
for all o and r. 
For any oracle A and any ordinal 0, let 
A, = {z: (7, 0) E AJ. 
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As a predicate A, is recursive in the oracle A and the parameter c. By a fixed point 
construction we get a recursive function 9 such that for all indices e, all oracles A, all 
sets X, and all ordinals g, 
Further, we will use Roman letters y, z, A, B and C to denote sets of ordinals. (This 
restriction is not essential in that the results would hold when these denote arbitrary 
sets, but the statements of some of the lemmas become more involved.) A final 
notational point is that we write A c *B or B 2 *A to mean Bn sup A = A. 
The proof of our representation theorem comes in two parts. First, we construct 
oracles to show that 1: can be arbitrarily large below the first strongly inaccessible ,u. 
This gives the representation of the successor power admissibles below p. For the 
power inaccessibles, we need a construction which is reminiscent of the Kleene-Post 
constructions in ordinary recursion theory. That is, we will build oracles in stages, and 
at a given stage, we force a certain computation to converge if it is possible to do so at 
that stage. 
Lemma 2.12. Let K be a power admissible ordinal below the jirst strongly inaccessible 
cardinal. Then there is a set C, c K such that C, is unbounded below K and &(K) > K. In 
,fact, there is a single index I? such that for all such K, and all C 2*CK, {e”} (8; C) N K. 
Proof. We prove by induction on K that there is some eK and C, so that {e} (8; C) 2: K. 
Then we may change C, to an unbounded set D, so that eK is the unique natural 
number in D, and {e,} (8; D,) z K. In this way, there will be an index e* which works 
uniformly for all K. Moreover, if C 3 *D,, then by the unboundedness of D, and the 
Use Lemma, {e} (8; C) N K. 
Suppose that K is the least power admissible greater than K' (where K' might be 0), 
and that we have C,,. Recall from Lemma 2.11 that there is a set S,. so that K is 
computable from K' and S,, . This computation used S,, as an argument, but there is as 
well a computation using S,, as an oracle. Moreover, we may alter S,, so that it lies 
completely above K'. Let C, = C:u S,,. Using C, as an oracle, we first compute from 
8 the ordinal K', then throw away C, n K = C,, and finally use the rest of the oracle to 
compute K. 
Finally, we consider the case when K is power inaccessible. Since K is a strong limit 
cardinal less than the first strongly inaccessible, it is singular. Let p be its confinality. 
Fix a cofinal mapf : p+ K such that for all 0 < x < p,f(cr) is power admissible. Let 
v be the least power admissible greater than p. Then v < K, so by induction hypothesis 
we have some set C,. As pointed out at the beginning of this proof, we may assume 
that we have a fixed e* so that for non-zero ~1, {t} (0; C,,,,) > f(u). For each such a, 
(I?! (8; C,,,,) < K by power admissibility of V(K). We may assume that j”(0) = (v, p). 
Let 
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Clearly C, c: K, and the unboundedness of each C/.(a) implies the unboundedness 
of c,. 
We show how tc can be computed from 0 using C, as an oracle. First 
Second, compute v and p from this pair. Finally, note that 
This ordinal is K by the estimates above, So we can compute K recursively in the oracle 
C,. This completes the induction. 0 
Corollary 2.13. Let rc be a successor power admissible below the jirst strongly inaccess- 
ible cardinal. Then there is a set C such that IC is the least C-power admissible. 
Proof. If K is the least power admissible greater than K’, then in the notation of the 
lemma above, let C = CL. By Theorem 2.8, K = &(rc’). Now &,(rc’) < A: < 2, (K’). The 
second holds because C belongs to I/(X’ + 1). By induction on n, we see that 
&(K’) < AZ < A,+ 1 (d). Therefore, K = ;t,(rc’) = ;1:. This is the least C-power admiss- 
ible, by Theorem 2.8 again. lJ 
Lemma 2.14. Let K be any power admissible, let x E V(K), and let t be a bounded subset 
of IC. Then there is a bounded y c K such that 
(if t G*y. 
(ii) For all e E o, if there is any bounded z E K such that y cr*z and (e} (x; z)J, then 
{e} (x; Y) = {e} (x; 2). 
(iii) There is a real r = r(x, t) and an index e* such that for all bounded or unbounded 
z 3*y, (e*> (x, r, t; z) c?z y. 
We say that y stabilizes x on top of f via r. 
Proof. Fix K, x, and t. We define sets y, and ordinals {, by recursion on e. To begin, set 
y. = t and to = supt. Given y, and t,, we first ask the following question Qe: Is there 
some z E V(K) such that zn{, = y, and fe> (x; z)S_‘? If the answer is “yes,” then let 
ye+ 1 some set which 
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We now turn to the verification of (i)-(iii). Clearly t c *y. For (ii), fix e and z. Since 
y E*Z, then y, c_*z, so the answer to Qe was “yes.” By construction, {e} (x; y,, ,)J, 
and 
ynlleJky,+~)l= Ye+~nlCe)(x;y,+,)l = znlle)(x;y,+~)l. 
It follows from this and the Use Lemma that {ef (x; y) 2 (ef (x; y,+ ,) E {e} (x; z). 
Finally, let Y be as above. It is possible that r = 8. This would happen, for example if 
we took t = y and carried out the construction. Conversely, if r = 0, then y = t. It is 
easy to see that if t # 8, then it is infinite. From this it follows that 
sup{j{e}(x;z)):eEr} = sup{<“:nE~}. 
We can get an index e* as in (iii) that in the first case gives t and in the second 
computes the supremum above and takes its intersection with z to get y. [7 
Lemma 2.15. Let K be power inaccessible, let r < K, and let t be a bounded subset of K. 
Then there is a bounded y c K such that 
(i) t c*y 
(ii) For all e E w, and all x E V(a), if there is any bounded z c K such that y G *z and 
{e} (x; 4 1, then {e} (x; y) = {e} (x; 4. 
(iii) There is some w E V(K) and an index e** such that for all bounded or unbounded 
z 2 *y, (e**} (a, w, t; z) 21 y. In fact, w may be taken to belong to the smallest power 
admissible containing c(. 
We say that y stabilizes each x E V(E) on top of t. 
Proof. Let CX’ < K be the smallest power admissible greater than c(. First, let W be 
a well order of V(CC*). Using this, enumerate V(B) as (x0 : fl < I V (a)1 ). Define a se- 
quence (t,: fl < I V(CI)~) by to = t, t1 = iJsci tS for ,? a limit, and tp+i is the W-least 
stabilizer of xP on top of t,. (By Lemma 2.14, to + , may be chosen to belong to V (a”).) 
Finally, we set t = U B < , ,,t1j, to then (i) is immediate, and (ii) follows from the fact that 
t,+ 1 stabilizes xg. Finally, for each p, let rs = r(xa, to) be a real as in Lemma 2.14 so 
that {e*} (xa, rB, t,; z) N tg+ 1 for all z 2 *tp+ 1. Also, let 
w = (&7: B < IV(dlh (rb: B < IV(cOI)). 
Then w E V(K); indeed w belongs to the next power admissible above ol. Moreover, we 
can find an e** so that (iii) holds; e** re-traces the recursion for y, using e*. 0 
Theorem 2.16. Assume that V has a recursive well order. Let K be a power inaccessible of 
confinality w below the first strongly inaccessible cardinal. Then there is a set A c K 
such that nt = K. 
Proof. Let (K~: i E CO) be an increasing sequence of power admissibles with limit K. 
For each i, we have by Lemma 2.12 a set Bi such that (t} (8; Bi) > Ki; also Bi is 
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unbounded below Ki. Define a sequence of bounded subsets of K 
Co s*Do s* . . . s*C,, g*D, E* 
as follows: Co = B,,, and De is any stabilizer of 8 on top of K~. Given C, and D,, let 
m be least such that m > n and K, > sup D,. Let g,, = sup D,, let 
C n+ 1 = D”U({%I) x 4?A 
and let D,, 1 be a stabilizer of each x E V(o,) on top of C,, 1. Finally, set A = IJ, C,. 
We first note that sup, CJ” = sup, Ki = K. This is because ach o, is strictly below rc, 
but also sup C, > K, by an easy induction. The proof of our main claim explains why 
we needed to develop the theory of stabilizers. 
Claim. I/(K) is closed with respect to power set recursion relative to A. 
Proof of Claim. Suppose not, and consider the minimal ordinal of a convergent 
computation of the form {e} (xi, . . , x,; A) whose length is larger than K. Now the 
minimality implies that the ordinal is exactly K, and it also implies that e is an instance 
of Replacement (8, m) for some m. Suppose that n is large enough so that 
(x l,..., x,) E V(cr,). By minimality, each subcomputation {m} (y, x2, . . . , x,; A) for 
y E x1 has length less than K. It follows that the amount of A used in such a subcompu- 
tation is bounded subset of K. But then since D,+ 1 is a stabilizer of 
(Y, x 2,...,X,)E v(h), 
But by Lemma 1.3(b), we can regard D,+ I as an argument here. It follows from this 
that the lengths are uniformly bounded, for example by the smallest power admissible 
containing D,, 1. Thus {e} (x, . . . , x,; A) < K and this is a contradiction. 0 
Now the proof of this claim shows that if (x,, . . . , x,) E V(o,), and 
{e> (x1, . . . . x,; A) 1, then {e> (xi, . . . , x,; A) < on + 1. From this it follows immediately 
by induction that for all n, 2;;’ < a,. So to prove that 1: = K, we show that computa- 
tions with A as an oracle can be arbitrarily long below K. 
Claim. For all n, 1: > sup C, and D, is computable (as an object) from some element of 
V(;l/) using A as an oracle. 
Proof of Claim. By induction on n. For n = 0, Lemma 2.12 and the fact that A 2 *Co 
imply that nt 2 ~~ = sup B. = sup Co. Furthermore, there is a real Y so that using r as 
an argument and A as an oracle, we compute Do. 
Assume that 1,” > sup C, and D, is computable from some element of V(i,“) using 
A as an oracle. Let m be such that C,, , = D,u( {o.} x B,). To compute cr, from D,, 
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we take the supremum, and then we throw away the part of A below (T,, project on cr,,, 
and finally use B, to compute K, = sup C, + 1. In this way, sup C, + 1 is computable 
from some element of I’@:) using A as an oracle; hence sup C, + 1 < i.“+ 1. Finally, let 
w be such that using cr, and w as arguments and A as an oracle, we can compute i), + 1. 
We may take w to belong to the smallest power admissible containing 0,. Since 
K, = SUpC,.+1 is power admissible and supD, < K,, we may assume that 
w E V(K,) c: V(&f+,). This shows that Drt+i is computable from an element of 
lV.,A,1). El 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.16. 0 
3. Semirecursive subsets and degrees on V (i, ) 
This section is concerned with the problems of relative power set recursion on the 
successor power admissible sets. For notational convenience only, we restrict atten- 
tion to the least power admissible, I’(&). 
A subset A of I’(&) is called semirecursive if for some e E w and z E V(&), 
for all x E V&J. 
Given two arbitrary subsets of I’(&), A and B, we say A is recursioe in B if for some 
z E V@.*), 
h(y) = (e} (Y, z; B) 
for all y E I’(&). In this case we write A < B. Allowing parameters in reduction 
procedures is standard practice in generalizations of ordinary degree theory such as 
cc-recursion theory. One consequence is a stronger solution to Post’s problem, to 
which we now turn. Our work is based on ideas from a-recursion theory; see Shore 
i371. 
3. I. An incomplete set 
In this section we restrict attention to the semirecursive subsets of I’(&). A set C is 
complete if for all semirecursive B, B d C. For example, the semirecursive set 
Co = {(e, x, z> E W x V(&) x V&4,): (e> (x, z)J) 
is complete. It follows that a semirecursive set is complete if 
C1 = { (e,x) E w x V&J: {e} (x)1) 
is recursive in it. 
Post’s problem is whether every semirecursive set is complete. Our construction of 
an incomplete semirecursive set is based on the following equivalence of completeness 
criteria. 
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Lemma 3.1. The following are equivalent for any C c V(1,): 
6) Cl d C; 
(ii) the function n HI., is recursive in C; 
(iii) there is some e E o and x E V(&) so that {e} (x; C) 1 and 1 {e} (x; C)( 2 A*; 
(iv) thereissomee E wand x E V(2,) so thatfor all y E x, {e) (y; C)J, [{e} (y; C)( < I*, 
but 
sup{l{e}(y;C)I + 1: y~x} =A*. 
Proof. First assume (i). Define sets S, and ordinals ,u, by 
SO = {(e,O>,(e,O>EC1}, 
PL, = SUP { I Ce} (41: (e, x> E S,}, 
S n+~ ={(e,x)EW+ V(pn):<e,x)EC1}. 
Then since Cr d C, the function n H S,, ,u, is recursive in C. But an easy induction 
shows that pn = ,I,, for all n. 
Next, given (ii), fix e and x so that {e} x; C) 1: sup {A,: n E co} + 1 = A* + 1. By 
Proposition 1.2, I {e} (x; C)l > ;1*. 
Continuing with the equivalences, assume (iii). Fix an index e and sets x1, . . , x, so 
that the ordinal I(e) (x1,... , x,; C)l is at least A, and minimally so. Lengths of 
computations are successor ordinals unless they arise from the schema of Replace- 
ment. By minimality, e must be an instance of Replacement, say 
The way that lengths of computations are measured, together with the minimality 
assumption, implies that for all y E x1, 
and this supremum is not attained. There are a number of ways to reduce the list of 
arguments to be just one. One way is to use the de-pairing operations on 
xr x {x2} x ... x {xn}. 
Finally, let e and x be as in (iv). Then using C as an oracle we compute the ordinal 
A*. From it, we can decide membership in C. 
This completes the cycle of equivalences. 0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. There is a semirecursive set A which is neither recursive (in parameters) 
nor complete. 
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We will build A by Effective Transfinite Recursion. At stage (r of the construction, 
we have approximations A, for r < cr. We first form 
A <b = u {A,: T < C) 
and then use A,, to define A,. The approximations will be monotone in the sense that 
if o < o’, then A, E A,, and in the end we will set A = U {A,,: (T < &>. The function 
o H A, will be power recursive, so A will be C, (9) and hence semirecursive by 
Lemma 2.7. 
To insure that A is incomplete we introduce the functions r,,:& H & defined by 
r,(a) = sup{l{e} (x; A,,)I: XE V&,)&l(e) (x;A<.)I < ~1. 
We aim to falsify condition (iv) of Lemma 3.1 in a strong way; we bound the lengths of 
computations from A uniformly for arguments in each V(&). 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that for each n, the ,function r, is eventually constant. Then 
A is incomplete. 
Proof. We show that condition (iv) of Lemma 3.1 fails. Let x E V(&), say x E I’(&), 
and suppose that for all y E x, 1 {e} (y; A)1 < j,,. We will show that the sup is less than 
Fix some y E x. By Lemma 1.4, there is a subset A’ of A so that 
(e} (y; A’) = {e} (y; A) and the lengths are the same; and also A’ E I(e) (y; A)[ < i,,. 
That is, A’ = {k} (e, ( y); A) in the notation of the Lemma. Now since A’ E V(i,), 
there is some g < I,, so that A’ G A,, by Lemma 2.7. Also, by minimality of A’, if we 
replace A by A,,, the calculation of {e} y is the same. By definition of r,, 
I le) (Y; A)I < r,(a). 
But by hypothesis, r, is uniformly bounded below /‘*, say r,(c) < p < R, for all 0. 
Then the above analysis shows that sup{ I{e} (y; A)1 + 1: y E x} < p < %,. 0 
We would like to use the “restraints” r, in the construction of A, but of course they 
are not uniformly recursive as they involve the parameters i,,,. To get around this, we 
introduce as well an approximation to the sequence of Ien’s. This approximation is 
a “tame Z, projection” of w cofinal into A*, and it has several other uses in our study. 
Definition. &(a) = sup{l{e}(~+5)I: {e)(4)J&l{e}(4)l < 01. 
L+l(4 = sw{I{e}(x)l: {e)(x)l&l{eI(x)l < 0 & XE v&b))}. 
Lemma 3.4. The function n, o H &,(a) is power recursive, and for all n, if (T 2 j.,, then 
&(a) = /t,. 
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Proof. First note that the characteristic function of the relation R(e, x, 0) iff 
I{ >( )I I 4 )I P e x < r o 1s ower recursive. This uses the Stage Comparison Theorem and 
the fact that the rank function is total and recursive. We get n, (r H ;l,((r) from R using 
the Recursion Theorem. The last assertion is proved by induction on n. 0 
Now we redefine r,(a) by replacing “An” with “&(a)“. So Y, is recursive and in fact 
n, G H Y,(G) is recursive. Moreover, the proposition is still true. The proof needs only 
one modification: choose Q > 1,. 
To make A non-recursive, we will see to it that A = & - A is unbounded, and that 
A meets every unbounded semirecursive set of ordinals. Also A will be a set of 
ordinals. Under these hypotheses A is non-recursive, lest A be an unbounded 
semirecursive set of ordinals and A n A # 8. 
At each stage cr of the construction we keep track of the semirecursive sets which 
have been met by A <b. For each e E w, z E V(&), let 
W,,, = {ct <1,: {e> (4 411 
In this way we index the semirecursive sets of ordinals. As usual we approximate, and 
so for f7 < i,, let 
We,&) = {E < 2,: I(e)@, 4 < g). 
At each stage of the construction, we will consider 
P(o) = {(e, z> E 0 x VW: We,&)nA,. = 8}, 
the indices of sets which do not yet meet A but which we would like to meet A if they 
are unbounded. For each such (e, z) we might, under certain conditions, put an 
ordinal c(,,, from W,,,(a) into A,,. If we do, then (e, z)$P(t) for all r > 0. 
In this way, we map a subset of o x V(&.) onto A. We can now state a sufficient 
condition for A to be unbounded. 
Proposition 3.5 Assume that there is a map (e, z) H tl,,, of a subset of ox V(1,) 
onto A. In addition, suppose la,,,1 > I Vvkcl,I for all e, z. Then A is unbounded. 
Proof. Our proof here uses the Axiom of Choice, as does the statement. In fact we can 
eliminate AC; see the remarks in the next section 
To prove that A is unbounded we show that its cardinality is & . Fix fl< 1,) and we 
will show IAl 2 1 V,l’. The key fact here is that the restriction of the map (e, z) H cz,,, 
towxV~mapsontoAnIV~I’.ThisisbecauseifccEAnIV~I+,thena=a,,.forsome 
(not necessarily unique) (e, z), and I I/rkczjI < Ial < ) V,l by hypothesis. So r/c(z) -c 8, 
which is to say z E V,. Using this surjection, we see that I A n ) V, I + I < I w x V, ( = I V, I 
(for B > w). Thus IAnlVal’l = IV,l’. Since /I is arbitrary, 121 = I.*. 0 
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The only remaining desideratum is that A meet every unbounded semirecursive set. 
The plan of our construction is at stage c to consider pairs (e, z) in P(a). For each 
such pair we look for some 3 E W,,,((T) with 1x1 > 1 I/;k,zJ. The problem is that if we put 
such an c(,., into A as soon as possible then it will be impossible to show that each J-‘, is 
bounded. In fact it can be shown that the set built in this fashion is complete. The 
solution is to use the r, functions to restrain elements from A in order to insure that 
each rn is bounded, but in such a way that A eventually meets every unbounded W,,.. 
Construction. Define by Effective Transfinite Recursion sets A, and sequences (r, (cr): 
II E w). At stage CJ: 
(i) Set A <,, = U {A,: T < 0) 
(ii) Set r,(a) = sup{ I(e) (x; A<,)I: x E V(R,,(o))&l [e}(x; A,,)1 < 0). 
(iii) Set P(a) = {(e, z) E w x V(a): W,,Z(a)n A,, = 8). For each pair (e, z) E P(o) 
see if there is an ordinal CI E W,_(a) so that 
(a) 1x1 > I v,k(41 and 
(b) (Vn E CC)) [v/~(z) 3 i,(o) * x > r,(o)]. 
If there is such, let a(e, z) be the least. Then set 
A, = A<.u{a(e, z): (e, z) E P(a) and some a E W,.,(C) has (a), (b)f. 
The main part of the proof of course is to show that (iii)(b) works correctly. 
Main Lemma. For ull n there are ordinals /jn < j.* and ;(” < & so that $0 < /In, then 
(A, - A,,)nr,(a) = 8; and also so $0 > I’,,, then r,(a) = r,(y,). In particular euch r, is 
ecentually constant. 
Proof. By induction on n. We consider in detail the case n = 0 since it illuminates 
condition (iii)(b) of the construction. For (T > &, 
r,,(c) = sup{ I{e} (x; A<,)[: x E L’(&)&I{e)(x; A<,)1 < 0). 
Let 
S, = {(e, z) E o x I’(&): W‘,,_n A # 81, 
and for (e, z) E SO, let g (e, z) = the least o such that W,., n A # 8. By Lemma 1.4, CJ is 
power recursive, and G is total on SO. And since SO E V(2,) we have 
sup{o(e, z): (e, 2) E SO) 
is less than i2. Let fiO = the larger of this sup and I.,,. 
Now suppose o > DO and CI E A, - A (IT. We must have 2 = a(e, z) for some e, z. But 
z# I’(&,) as otherwise (e, z) E SO and some x’(e, z) would have been put into A at some 
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stage a(e, z) d PO < CJ. Then P(a) would not contain (e, z). So cc$AB - A,,, a contra- 
diction. Thus z$V(&), and by (iii)(b), c( > r,,(a). (We use here that &(cr) = lo by 
Lemma 3.4.) Since this argument holds for all LX, we have 
(*) If (T > PO, then (A,, - A<.)nr,(a) = 8. 
Claim. For all (T 2 z 2 PO, 
(a) Acon rO(d = A,nr0(9, 
(W r,(a) Z rob) 2 ro(Po), 
(c) A,n ro(z) = A,nr,(r). 
Proof of Claim. We prove by induction on c that for all pairs (c, r) with o 2 r 2 PO 
that all three hold. Assume this for 0’ < o and also fix r with CJ 3 T B PO. 
First, (a) follows from (c) for smaller C’ since A, ~ n r. (5) = u {A,, n r. (T): 0’ < CT}. 
For (b), suppose x E V@,) and l{e} (x; A,,)[ < r,Then this length is less than r,(z), 
so 
A,.nl{e}(x; A,,)1 = CA~,nr~(~)lnl~e~(x~A~~)~ 
= A,nro(4nl{e)(x; A4 by (4 
= Anl{e}(x; A<,)I. 
By the Use Lemma, l{e} (x; ACd)I is thus < r < O, so this length is also 2 ro(a) by 
definition. Since x was arbitrary and r > Lo, we have ro(o) 2 ro(z). Now (b) follows 
easily. 
Finally, 
A<,nr,(t) = [(A, - A<,)u(A<, - A,)uA,lnro(r) 
= [(A,., - A,.)nro(z)luC(A<, - A,)nro(r)luCA,nro(2)1 
= 8u8u[A,nro(r)] = A,nr,(z). 
In the last line, we first used (*) and (b), and then (a). This proves (c) and hence the 
claim. 
The point of the claim is that after stage PO, if x E V(1,) and I {e} (x; A,,)1 < z, then 
by (a) and the Use Lemma, the same holds with A,, replaced by A,, for any c 3 t. 
The lemma for n = 0 follows from the claim. Let 
As usual, (e, x) H r(e, x) is recursive in jo, so 
sup {r(e, xl: (e, x> E Eo} 
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is less than i3. Let y. be the larger of this and flo. We assert that 
(T 3 y. 3 ro(c) = ro(yo). Fix such a 0‘. By (b) of the claim we need only show that 
rO(c) b ro(yo). Suppose (e, x) EW x V(2,) is such that l{e}(x; A,,)1 < 0. Then 
(e, x) E Eo, so for some z(e, x) 2 y. with s(e, x) 3 /lo; and also 
I Ce)(x; Ak,Jl < Qe, xl. 
By the remark in the last paragraph, the same holds with A,(,.,, replaced by AYo. Thus 
by the Use Lemma, 
I(e)@; A<,)1 < +,x) < ro(Yo), 
Since (e, x) was arbitrary, ro(o) 3 ro(yo). This proves the lemma when n = 0. 
For n > 0 the proof is quite similar. We define analogous sets S, and E, and 
ordinals Pn and y,,. We prove a claim like the one for n = 0. We must, however demand 
that fin > fln~_ 1 so that the appropriate version of (*) holds. 0 
The lemma proved, we can argue that A meets all unbounded W,.,. Suppose not, 
and fix such a pair e, z. Fix n so that z E I’(&). Since W,,, is unbounded, let c( E W,,, be 
greater than 1 V,./rkczJI and ro(yo), . . . , r,_ 1 (yn_ 1). Consider some r > A,,, yn_ 1 so that 
51 E W,.,(o). Then(e, z) E P(a) (since (e, z) E P(z) for all 7 > rk(z)). And for all m E w, 
if rk(z) 3 i,,(o), then m < n; so c( > r,(c). Therefore, some c1,., gets into A,, a contra- 
diction. This proves that A meets every unbounded semirecursive set. By the two 
propositions, we also conclude that A is non-recursive and incomplete. 
This construction has its roots in a-recursion theory where it would be known as 
a construction of a “hyperregular &-r.e. set”. (Lemma 3.1 implies that “hyperregular- 
ity = incompleteness” on V(&).) 
For an exposition of the uses of this construction in cc-recursion, theory, see [17]. 
We should remark also that our notion of reducibility differs from that of ‘Y- 
recursion theory since it does not demand that the lengths of computations using 
oracles be less than 2,. If we add this restriction, then the set A built in this section 
solves Post’s Problem again. That A is semirecursive and non-recursive is as before; 
that A is incomplete can again be argued by using the Main Lemma of the construc- 
tion. 
Eliminating the use of the Axiom of Choice 
The construction of a non-recursive, incomplete semirecursive set used the Axiom 
of Choice in Proposition 3.5. The reason that the Axiom of Choice is not essential for 
this result is that the cardinality comparisons can be rephrased. That is, for any set x, 
define 
S(x) = the sup of the ranks of well orderings of subsets of x. 
By Hartogs’ theorem, we also have 
S(x) = the least ordinal not injectible into x. 
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Now we restate condition (iii)(a) of the construction to read 
We must verify the analogous restatement of 2.4 without using the Axiom of Choice. 
First, we note a few easy facts concerning the recursive operation x H S(x). If 
x c y, then S(x) < S(y). More generally, if x is injectible into y, then S(x) d S(y). 
Also, if c( < S(x), then S(U) d S(x). For any ordinal ~1, CI < S(ct); thus for any set 
x, S(x) < S(S(x)). 
We also need a simple observation concerning the behavior of S on subsets of an 
infinite ordinal. 
Proposition 3.6. Let y be an injinite ordinal, and suppose X and Y are subsets of y such 
that Xn Y = 8 and Xu Y = y. Then either S(X) = S(y) or S(Y) = S(y). 
Proof. Assume S(X) < S(y) and S(Y). Since X and Y are sets of ordinals, there is 
either a map of X into Y or a map of Y onto X. Assume the first case, let f map 
X onto Y. Since y is infinite, so must be X, so we can find disjoint subsets X0 and X 1 of 
X and maps go and g1 of X0 and X1 onto X. We can also arrange that X,u X1 = x. 
Now consider the map h defined on X by 
h(x) = i 
90 (4 if xEXo, 
f(gi(x)) if x E X1. 
Then h maps X onto X u Y = y. Since X is a set of ordinals, we can thus inject y into 
X. So S(y) 6 S(X), and this contradicts our first assumption. 0 
Now we can prove the analog of Proposition 3.5 and thereby eliminate the use of 
AC from the construction. 
Proposition 3.7. Let A be any subset of 1, such that there is a map (e, z) H CI,., of 
a subset of w x V(2,) onto A such that for all e, z, S(a,,,) > S(I/,,,,,). Then A is 
unbounded. 
Proof. Suppose not; say A E p < A, for some limit ordinal /I. We claim first that the 
restriction of the map (e, z) H t(,,, to o x I’, maps onto AnS(I/B). To see this, 
suppose c1 E AnS(I/B). Then c( < S(I/B) so S(U) < S(1/B). But c( = a,., for some e and 
z with S(V,kc.,) < S(U). So S(V,,,,,) < S(I/B). It follows that rk(z) < p, and therefore 
z E V,, and therefore z E V, as desired. 
In this way, there is a map from a subset of w x V, onto AnS( VP). Since the latter 
set is well-ordered, S(AnS(I/B)) G S (w x V,). And since /I is a limit ordinal, 
S(w x Vfl) = S(l/p). 
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Now we apply Proposition 3.6, taking S(I/,) for y, and A nS(T/B), A nS( Va) for 
X and Y. If S(AnS(I/B)) = S(S(I/B)), then S(S(Vfi)) < S(I/B), which is impossible. 
Thus S(AnS(Vp)) = S(S(V,)). Since A E fi < S(VD), we see that S(A) = S(S(I/,)). 
But this argument works for any /i” > B to show that S(A) = S(S( I’,,)) for all p’ > p 
which is absurd. 0 
3.2. Nonuniformly autocomputable sets 
The proof of Lemma 3.1, the equivalence of notions of completeness of subsets of 
I’(&), shows that if we consider C = ((e, x) E o x I’(&): {e}(x)l}, then for some e, 
{ej (8; C) = A,. It follows that for some e, {e} (8; C) z C. We call such a computation 
whose arguments is 8 an absolute computation, so C is autocomputable by an 
absolute computation. 
In contrast to this, consider the set A built in Section 3.1. It was arranged that the 
absolute A computations be strictly bounded below A* but that A be unbounded. 
This section considers an intermediate phenomenon. Call a set B non-uniformly 
autocomputable (NA) if 
(i) B can be written as u {B,: n E CO} so that for all n there is some e, so that 
{e,} (8; B) 2: B,. 
(ii) However, there is no e with {e} (8; B) z B. 
Equivalently, B is NA iff 2: = sup B. 
Neither A nor C is NA, and indeed we get a stronger result. 
Proposition 3.8. There are no unbounded NA subsets I$ I_*. 
Proof. Suppose toward a contradiction that B were both NA and unbounded. Then 
@,)B = i,. 
Let z : w + co be such that for all n, {z(n)} (8; B) is defined and is an ordinal 2 E,,. 
Then we have 
(*I sup{ (44) (0; B): n E CO} is an ordinal tl such that V(a) l= ZF ICI (9). 
Now (*) is a semirecursive property of z. Since there is some z E Ow with (*), there is 
a non-empty set of such z’s which is absolutely computable from B. (This is by GHM 
selection for the augmented recursion theory.) Let {a} (0; B) be such a set. Then 
sup { {z(n)> (0; W: zE{u}(0;B)&nEw} =i.,. 
It follows that B = Bn V(i,) is also absolutely computable from B. But this contra- 
dicts (ii) in the definition of NA sets. fJ 
The rest of this section constructs an NA subset of (A,)‘, the next cardinal above &. 
This construction itself is a “forcing” construction in the same way as the Kleene-Post 
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construction of incomparable Turing degrees can be considered forcing. We construct 
a set A as a union of countable approximations a,, each of which “forces” A to 
compute a,. In this way we insure (i) in the definition. Condition (ii) requires more 
effort. 
Theorem 3.9. Assume that V(&) can be well-ordered recursively, using some p E V(A,). 
There is a countable set A of ordinals such that A G (Lo)’ and A is non-uniformly 
autocomputable. 
Proof. Since V (A,) is the smallest power admissible containing p, we drop it from the 
notation and just assume that the universe can be recursively well-ordered. 
A will be constructed as a union of approximations a,. We will have 
0= a,ca,... ca,c ... 
The extension of a, to aR + I will be proper. Also, it goes via an intermediate set b, such 
that a, c b, G a,+l. The idea is that 6, guarantees that {n} (0; A) 71 A by insuring 
that if {n} (0; A)J, then “the amount of A used” is only a,. The further extension 
a,+ 1 of b, insures that A # b, and in fact for all e, {e} (0; b,) + A. 
Along with the approximations a, and b,, we will also have an index j,, 1 and an 
ordinal on and r,. At stage n we insure that 
(*) {j”} (0; a,) ‘v a, with length < 0”. 
Set a,, = 0, j,, to be some index for 0 in finitely many steps, and c0 = o. Now (*) 
surely holds for n = 0. 
Now we begin a construction which takes o stages. At stage n > 0 we have a,,,, j,, 
and G,,, for m < n, and we also have b, and r, for m < n. We first describe b, and r,. 
There are two cases. 
Case 1: There is some countable b c (1,)’ so that bna, = a,, {n} (0; b)J, and 
{u} (0; b) ‘v b for some index U. Choose the least such set and call it b,. Let r,, = the 
least limit ordinal greater than a,, 1 {n} (0; b,)l, and 1 {u} (0; b,)l. 
Case 2: No such set b exists. This time we set b, = a, and t, to be the least limit 
ordinal above G,,. 
We next describe a, + i, j, + 1, and cr ,,+ , given b, and r,. Let S, = {i E ox {i} (0; b,) 1). 
Set a n+l - - b,u {t,, + i: i E S,>. Note that in either case there was an index g such that 
(g}(0; b,) 1: b, below T,,. So {g}(& a,+i) 2: b, as well. 
We can get an index j, + 1 so that {j, + 1 } (8; a, + 1 ) = a, + 1 as follows: First, use g to 
compute b,. Second, ask for the smallest element of the oracle above b,; since V (A,) is 
closed under recursion relative to a n + i , we can find this ordinal recursively. Of course, 
this ordinal is of the form r, + i for some i, and then we can from this compute r,, + o. 
Further, we intersect his with the oracle to get a,, 1. Putting all this together gives the 
indexj,+,.Finally,seta,+, =max(r,,l{j,+,}(0;a,+,)J)+1,andnotethat(*)holds 
for n + 1. 
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This completes the construction. Set A = U { a,: n E 0). Note that A is a countable 
set of ordinals, and since (2,)’ is regular, A c (2,)‘. 
The construction insured that for all n, 
h,na, = a,, a,+,nT, = b,, tn+1 > gnt1 > 5,. 
From these, an easy induction on m - n shows that if m - n 2 1, 
a,nz, = b, and b,na, = a,,. 
Therefore, since A = u a,,, we see that Anz, = b, and A no, = a,. As just one 
consequence, (jn} (0; A) N a, by (*) f or n and the Use Lemma, so A satisfies (i) in the 
definition of nonuniform autocomputability. 
Claim. For every e, if {e}, (8; A)J then {e} (8; b,)J and the values are the same. 
Proof of Claim. Suppose that {e} (0; A) 1. We show that at stage e of the construction, 
Case 1 held. Let A* be the part of A used in this computation; using the notation of 
Lemma 1.4, A* = {k} (e, (8); A). Consider now A*ua,. It is a countable set of 
ordinals, and hence a proper subset of (A,)‘. Second, since A n ~~ = a,. A* n CT, G a,. 
Thus (A* ua,)no, = a,. Next, {e} (0; A* ua,)J by Lemma 1.4(ii). By this same result 
{k}(e, (8); A* ua,) CY A*. 
And since (A* u a,) n 6, = a,, 
{L) (8; A* ua,) = a, 
It follows that for some u, {u} (0; A* ua,) = A* ua,. Thus Case 1 holds at stage e. 
Since Case 1 held, {e> (0; b,)Jb e ow 1 r,. Since Ans, = b,, {e} (0; A) ‘v (e} (0; b,). 
This proves the claim. 0 
We finish the proof of the theorem by verifying (ii) in the definition of non-uniform 
autocomputabilty. Suppose toward a contradiction that for some e, {e} (0; A) ‘v A. By 
the Claim, {e} (0; b,) 2: A. As we saw above, {je+ 1} (0; A) = a,, 1. Putting these 
together, we can compute S, from 0 using b, as an oracle: First compute A as an object 
(via e), then use A as an oracle to compute a,, 1 (via j,, 1), and finally read S, off the 
last part of a,+l. But S, is the complete subset of o relative to b,, and this is 
a contradiction. IJ 
3.3. Every semirecursive degree contains a set of ordinals 
A theorem of ordinary recursion theory due to Dekker (cf. [lS], Section 9.51) 
asserts that every non-recursive r.e. degree contains a hypersimple set - i.e., a set 
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H such that no recursive function dominates the increasing enumeration of non- 
members of H. The essential ingredients in the proof are the fact that every r.e. set is 
the range of a one-to-one recursive function and the pigeonhole principle. When we 
adapt these to power set recursion, we prove that on successor power admissible sets, 
every semirecursive (in parameters) et is equivalent o a set of ordinals. Since we allow 
parameters in reductions, we lose no generality by restricting attention to the first 
power admissible and to semirecursive sets defined without parameters. 
Definitions. Let A be any set. A quasi-enumeration f A of length ‘1 is a sequence 
(A<: 5 < r) such that for all <, 5’ < q, 
(i) 8 # A, E A; 
(ii) 4 # t’ 3 A5n A,, = 8; 
(iii) A = U {A<: t < s}. 
A quasi-enumeration is ranked if the rank function is constant on each A,, and it is 
recursive (in z) if the function ?j H AE is recursive (in z). 
Lemma 3.10. Every semirecursive subset A of V(L,) has a ranked, recursive quasi- 
enumeration of some length q d I,, . For all recursive quasi-enumerations of A, q = 1, ifs 
A is unbounded. 
Proof. Suppose A = {x E V(L,): {e}(x, z)J.} f or some index e. We define a sequence 
(A<: 4 < II) (of some length q determined below) by Effective Transfinite Recursion. 
Given A,, for 5’ < 5, first set 
B, = u {A<,:[’ -cc}. 
If B, = A, then the length of the quasi-enumeration is4 and the definition is complete. 
If, on the other hand, (3x E V(i,))x E A - B, then we can find a non-empty set S of 
such x’s uniformly in l and z by Lemma 2.7. Let a = min { 1 {e} (x, z)l :x E S}. Then set 
T = {XE I’,,,: x E S & 1 (e} (x, z) 1 = a}. Finally set A, to be the subset of T consisting 
of the elements of minimal rank. 
This completes the definition of a sequence (A<: 5 < yl) which is recursive and 
which clearly satisfies (i) and (ii) of the definition. 
To finish the verification, suppose that (iii) fails. Fix CJ to be least such that for 
some x. 
I{e}(x,z)l = o and x$U {At:5 <s>. 
Also fix r to be the least rank of such a set x. and let 
E = {x~V,,+~:l{e}(x)I -CO or(l{e}(x)l =a&rk(x)<t)}. 
For each x E E there is some least t(x) with x E A<(+ Since x H 5(x) is recursive and 
E E V(&), sup{S(x):x E E} is less than 1,. We now want to define an ordinal 5*. If 
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I? = A*, then we take t* to be the sup above. Otherwise, we take {* = q. Then by 
construction, At+ is defined and indeed Agt = {XE VT+* : XE B+L({e}(x, z)j = IT). 
But this contradicts the definitions of (i and T. Thus (iii) holds. 
Finally, if A is unbounded, then g = j_* as otherwise, since A = u f A; : t < qj is 
recursive in u, we would have A E I’(&). And if A is bounded, say A c V,, then (i) and 
(ii) of the definition imply that 9 < ( V,l’ -=z A,. 0 
Given any semirecursive set A and its associated quasi-enumeration (A, : 5 < pl), 
we set 
rk[AJ = the rank of any element of A,. 
So the function 5 H rk[AJ is recursive. We also set 
H={<<q:3{‘({< 5’ < vf&rk[A<.] < rk[A;])) 
H is the deficiency set given by the quasi-enumeration; it is a set of ordinals which also 
is semirecursive. 
Theorem 3.11, Ewry semirecursive set A is equ~~)a~ent to each de~c~e~cy set H given by 
a ranked, recursive quasi-enumeration. 
Proof. Fix A and a quasi-enumeration (A, : 5 < u>. 
First, 5 E H iff (3x_ E V(rk[At]))x E A - u {Age: t’ < 0. Thus H d A. 
Next, we show that A = ,4, - His unbounded. If q < I*, then this is obvious, so we 
can restrict attention in this paragraph to the situation when r~ = 1,. Fix a < &., and 
consider F = An V(rk[A,] + 1). For each x in this set, there is some c(x) with 
x E A<<,,. As before, sup({(x):x E F} is some ordinal /3 > /i,. Note also that p 2 ~1. 
Let y be minimal in (rk[& J: fi’ > 8) - this set is non-empty when q = i*. Let 6 be 
minima1 in f 8’ > #3:rk[Ast] = ~1. So 6 > r, and we claim that &H. If not, for some 
q > 6, rk [A,,] < rk [Ad]. Then r~ > /I and rk [A,,] < y, but this contradicts the minim- 
ality of 6. 
In addition, the increasing enumeration of R, 
6: order type (r7) “2 17, 
is recursive in H. This holds for all subsets of V(&.) by the relativization to H of 
Lemma 2.7. (We note here that the least i such that k’(J) is closed under the 
augmented recursion theory ( >” is certainly at least A,.) 
This function ,? enables us to argue that A < H.The definition of H implies that 
CIEH =+ AnV(rk[A,]) c {A,:5 <a). 
A more insightful observation is that although we may have { < 5’ with 
rk [A,Q) J = rk [A,~c$ there is a bound to this. If we set 
then for all o! > i.+ rk[Asc,,] > a because otherwise, the fact that 5 t-+rk[A& is 
non-decreasing ives 1 V, + 1 I+ disjoint non-empty subsets of V,+ 1. (We use here the 
pigeonhole principle in the same manner as in the original argument.) 
Therefore,x~Aiffx~An~(rk(x)+l)iffx~Ani/(rk[Al-c,kcxt,])iffx~UfAe: 
5 cf(rk(x))j. Sincef is recursive in H and 5 H A, is recursive, it follows that A is 
recursive in H. q 
If the order type of Es is A, and A is non-recursive, then as in the original situation, 
no power set recursive function dominates the increasing enumeration of 117. 
3.4. Semirecursive sets with countable complements 
We continue to study the semirecursive subsets of I,, but we focus attention on the 
absolutely semirecursive (ASR) sets. We prove here that & - (&:n E o> is ASR and 
yet has no supersets maximal among the ASR sets. We also characterize the ASR sets 
whose complements are unbounded and have order type w. 
Lemma 3.12. The set &+, - (1,) is ASR. 
Proof. Let e be an index such that 
(4 64 1 iff (3m E f4 (m} (0) l& (m> (0) > a. 
Then {a: (e>(a)l> = lo. Recall also the function a t+ &(a) introduced just before 
Lemma 3.4. 
Define a power set recursive function f by cases: 
f(a) = 
i 
;el(a) j: ;;;;; 1; 
If a < LO, then in either case, f(a)& If a > Ro, then & = A0 < a, sof(cc) = 0. But if 
a = ilO, then &(a) = a and yet {e) (aft. So the domain off is ON - (J..,). •i 
To characterize the co-ASR singletons, we introduce a new concept. Call an ordinal 
a sublimital if there is a total power set recursive function f:& + 1, such that 
(if S(T) < 5 for all 5 < /1,, 
(ii) f(t) = a for all 5 B CI. 
Lemma 3.13. An ordinal a is sublimital ifjc A, - {a> is ASR. 
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Proof, Suppose a is sublimital, and let f be as in the definition. Define a recursive 
function g by cases: 
0 if f(4) < s’, 
some r’ > 5: with f(r’) = 5’ if f(t) = t. 
The second clause is to be interpreted via Lemma 2.7. That is, if such <’ exists we can 
find a non-empty set recursively in 5 and then take the least element. As in the 
previous lemma, D: is the only ordinal not in the domain of g. 
Conversely, if c1 is the unique ordinal such that {e)(/?)T, define a total, recursive 
function f as follows: Given p < I,, look for an ordinal 5: < p so that (e) is total on 
(p + 1) - (0. The least such 5 exists and can be computed recursively from 8. Also 
f(P) = x for al fi b r for some j3 z rx so x sublimital. 0 
We cannot weaken condition (ii) in the definition to read “c( = lim (f(t): 5 < & 1” 
in light of the following example. Let &, = the least ordinal not recursive in 8. Then &, 
is not a co-ASR singleton. For if it were, and if f is the function defined in the second 
half of the last lemma, then f(K,) = do, so & would be recursive, contradicting its 
definition. Nevertheless, & is the limit of a total recursive function f such that 
f(t) < r for all <. Namely, if we set 
j’(t) = the least <’ d 4 not recursive in Q, via a computation of length < 5, 
then for i_” 2 &,f(t) = 6e. 
We now generalize this lemma to characterize the co-ASR o-sequences. Define a set 
(~1,: n E w} to be uniformly sublimital if there is a total, power recursive function G such 
that 
(i) G(t) is a finite subset of 5 -t 1 for all 5 < A*; 
(ii) for all n and all { > tl,, ~1, E G(t); and 
(iii) if y#(a,:n E CO}, then y#G(<) for all sufficiently large <, 
We think of G as making guesses as to the elements of (a,: n E CO). 
Theorem 3.14. A set (E,: n E CO> click is co&al in A, and of other type w is co-ASR @ 
it is uniformly sublimital. 
Proof. Suppose {a,:n E o) is as in the statement and that this set is co-ASR, say 
{a,: n E OJ} = {j:(e)(/?)T}. We define G as follows: Given c, use GHM selection to 
find a family F of finite subsets of 5 + 1 so that for all s E F, {e} is total on (5 + 1) - s. 
Note that there always is such a set s, namely so = (a,: a, G [). Also, for all 
s E F, so c s, but so need not itself belong to F. Compute 
min(sup(I(ej(P)l:PE(S1 + i)-s):s~F} 
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and let <* be the max of this ordinal and i;. Then set 
F* = {s E 5 + 1:s is finite&sup~l~e~(~)l:~~(~ + 1) - sf < t*>. 
Finally, set G(5) = nF*. Note that (a,:a, < <> E G(t). 
This defines a power recursive function G for which properties (i) and (ii) of the 
definition are immediate. To verify (iii), suppose(e) (r)J, and consider the definition of 
G(r) at any t > I(e We have <* 3 I(e so y&G(<) as otherwise 
G(5) - (rf E F*. So eventualiy y is not in the range of G, and thus (a,:n E cof is 
uniformly sublimital. 
Going the other way, suppose we have a recursive G as defined above. Let 
‘(‘I 21 
0 if 54W, 
some 5’ > 5 with <$G(t’) if 5 E G(t). 
Then by (ii) of the definition, f(a,)t for all n. But if y$(a,:n E w), then f(y)1 by (iii). 
Since f is power recursive, {a,:n E co> is co-ASR. IJ 
Corollary 3.15. The set I, - {/l,:n E W] is ASR. 
Proof. The recursive function G(g) = (&(<):;ln(<) ,< 5 & n E w> has properties (i)-(iii), 
so {&:n E w> is co-ASR by the theorem. 0 
Before we conclude this section, we note the existence of an increasing sequence 
Yo <Yl < -.., cofinal in A, but not co-s~mirecursive in any ZE V(&). Here we set 
y. = a0 and y ,,+ 1 = d,(V(&)). Suppose e E w and z E V(&) were such that 
{Y~:~EW) = {P:{e)UL4t). 
We show by induction on ld that z computes 2, and yn+ , . For n = 0, compute K1 , then 
use z and GHM selection to find some n < Kr so that fl I-+ {e)(p, z) is total on 
K1 - {yi]. The unique q found will be ~5~. Then a0 computes ;io (by Theorem 2.10) and 
alsoII/(~o)~+.Againlookfor~sothat~~{e}(~,z)istotalonI1/(11o)~’ -(Ilou( 
This q is yl. This shows that z computes Jo and yl, and the induction step is similar 
because y computes ;I,,. Thus rco(z) 2 A, for all n, and this is a contradiction. So the 
y sequence has the stated property. 
To conclude this chapter we discuss the notion of maximality as it applies to the 
ASR sets. We will call an ASR set A maximal if V(J.,) - A is unbounded and if for no 
ASR set B are both B - A and B - A unbounded. 
Before constructing a maximal ASR set, we note that the concept of maximality is 
interesting only for the ASR sets. That is, if we consider the collection of sets 
semirecursive in a real, then maximal sets fail to exist. To see this, suppose z E w and 
W,,, = Ix e v&J: Ce) (x9 z)l) 
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has unbounded complement. Let h be the recursive function 
h(x) = the least n such that i,(x) = rk(x), 
and note that for all n, h- l(n) G V’(l, + 1). It follows that 
y = {n E o:(lx)[h(x)] = n&{e}(x, z)?) 





Ce) (x, 4 
if h(x) E yo, 
otherwise. 
Then g is recursive in z and yo, and both dom g - W,, z and dom g - W,., are 
unbounded. This argument is taken from the discussion of maximality in cc-recursion 
theory in [9]. It is shown there that if c( is admissible and Z,-confinality of c( < Cz- 
projecturn of ct2 then there are no maximal a-r.e. sets. Our argument is based on their 
proof. (Note that n H ;2, is C2 (P), so that C2 (9) - cofinality of & is o, while the C2 (9) 
projecturn is A.+.) 
Theorem 3.16. There is a maximal ASR subset of V(1,). 
Proof. First, consider the construction of a maximal r.e. set given in [15, Section 12.41. 
We can make a slight modification to build a subset M of o which is ASR and 
maximal among such sets. We need only allow the indices to vary over power 
recursive (not ordinary recursive) functions, and prolong the construction to take j-O 
steps. At limit stages, we let the position of each marker be the limit of its positions are 
previous stages. Since each marker can move only finitely often, this causes no 
problems. 
Now recall the recursive function h defined above, and consider the ASR set 
A = h- ’ [Ml. We show that A is maximal. If not, let B be ASR such that both B - A 
and B - A are bounded. Consider also the set h[B] E w. This set is ASR by Lemma 
2.7. Using the fact that for all n, h- ’ (n) is bounded, we see that both h [B] - M and 
h[B] - M are infinite subsets of o. But this contradict the maximality of M. 0 
Despite this result, the most conspicuous candidate for a “natural” maximal set is 
actually not maximal. 
Theorem 3.17. The ASR set A* - {A,,: n E o} has no maximal ASR supersets. 
Proof. First we need a lemma whose proof uses notation introduced in the statement 
of Lemma 2.5. 
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Lemma 3.18. Zf {p:{e}(j3)t} G {&:~Ew), then for all n 
sup{lIel(B)I:B < &&{e}(P)l} = 4, 
and the sup is not attained, 
Proof of Lemma 3.18. It is sufficient to show that for all n and all m, 
sup{l{e)(B)I:P < Or,n)&{e}(B)l} CL,, 
because then the result follows from Lemma 2.5(iv) and Proposition 1.2. 
Now if n = 0, then each a(m, n) is recursive and it follows that each supremum in 
question is also recursive and thus less than &. 
In the other case, each P(m, n) computes a(m, n + 1). Since this is greater than A,,+ 1, 
it computes A,+ 1 by Lemma 3.4. SO P(m, n) computes ij for j < n + 1; thus it 
computes the finite set {Aj:j < n + 1 & {e)(Aj)t}. Thus P(m, n) computes 
sup{l{e)(Bl:P < @n, n + l)&{e)(B)l}. 
Since P(m, n) E V(l,,), this sup is thus less than in+ i. 0 
Now we prove the theorem. Suppose e is an index such that {/?:{e}(p)~} is an 
infinite subset of {L,:n E w}. We show that W, = dom {e} is not maximal. First, let 
u be an index so that for all 5, 
{u}(r) 21 card((j3 < t:(e)(P) has not converged below <} ). 
Then the lemma shows that for all n 
{u}(&) = the cardinality of {i < n: {e}(‘&)t}. 
Fix an index h so that for all 4, 
{h) (0 = t,(() ;; ;:;i:; ;; ;tet 
so (p f {P:{e)(B)t> = {PO </A < ... <A < ...}, then {B: 
0-C Z-C... < flzn < . ..}. It follows that W, is not maximal. 0 
4. Power degrees 
W(S)t) = 
We have already encountered some of the distinctive features of power set recur- 
sion, most notably full GHM selection and cardinality computations. Virtually all of 
the results in Sections 1 and 2 used one or both of these, and power set recursion is the 
most natural setting for these phenomena. This chapter introduces a study where the 
selection and cardinality computations are even more central. 
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Definitions. For any sets x and y, we write x 6.* y if for some index e, {e} (y) = x. We 
say that x is recursive in y of that y computes x. If Y. blpy and y d ,,x, then we write 
x = yy. 
Note that &. is transitive using Composition, so E *p is an equivalence relation 
partitioning the universe into power degrees. 
In some ways, the title of this chapter is a misnomer. We do prove some results 
concerning the power degrees in the first four sections, and the methods include 
systematic use of GHM selection and cardinality (via gaps in each power degree). But 
the results use another notion, the length of the shortest computation of y from x (if 
one exists). The study of the length function is really the theme of this chapter. It leads 
not only to all of the known results on power degrees, but also to equiconsistency 
results relating large cardinal hypotheses to recursion theoretic propositions involv- 
ing the length function. We present these in the last two sections of this chapter. 
4. I. Some largeness properties 
We now return to the study of the map x H S,(x). We establish two sorts of 
largeness properties for ordinals S,(x). First, we show in Theorem 4.4 that each 6,(x) 
is large in the sense of admissibility theory: L(&(x)) is a model of ZFC-Power. 
In order to discuss the second set of results of this section, we introduce a new 
operation. For any set x, define 
vO(x) = the least tl <.+ x such that u > S,(x). 
For all x, vO(s) < N1. We also have a reflection property: if 51 < vO(.x) is recursive in x, 
then u < 6,(x). 
The second set of results are large cardinal relations between & and vo. Theorem 
4.9, the main result in this direction, shows that whatever largeness properties do has 
in L, v,, has even stronger properties. This is interesting for us because it shows 
a connection of the recursion-theoretic ordinals to classical concepts of set theory. 
Also, Corollary 4.10 and Theorem 4.11 present natural recursion-theoretic hypotheses 
concerning lengths of computations which imply that v. or ho is an inaccessible in L. 
In Sections 4.5 and 4.6 we obtain equiconsistency results to show that the inaccessibles 
here are the strongest possible consequences of the hypotheses on lengths. 
Lemma 4.1. For all x, vo(x) is a regular cardinal of L. 
Proof. Suppose not, and let 3 be its confinality in L and f: c( + vo(x) be the 
< 1. - least cofinal map. Now CI is recursive in x since vo(x) is. Also f is recursive in 
x (as an object) because f E L( 1 v,(x)l+) and < L is recursive. Since f is cofinal, there is 
some least /I < sl such that ho(x) < f(B) < vo(x). Now CY < vo(x), so c( < S,(x), and 
thus /I is recursive in X. But then f(B) is recursive in x, and this is a contradiction. 0 
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Corollary 4.2. Zf K1 = Kf, then v,,(x) = K1 for all x. 
Corollary 4.3. For all x, vO(x) > (IS,(X)~‘)~, the next constructible cardinal after S,(x). 
The estimate of the last corollary is used in the next proof. 
Theorem 4.4. For all x, L(&(x)) + ZFC-Power. 
The only axioms to check are the instances of Replacement. The key here is the 
following fact which may look surprising since we use x to quantify over a set which is 
not recursive in x. 
Lemma 4.5. Let x be any set, and let e be an index of a total (n + 3)-my power set 
recursive function such that for all z, y,, . . . , y., {e}(z, x,y, ,..., yn)_l. Then there is 
a total function fx,,, power recursive in x, so that for all yo, . . . , y. E L(~,(x)), 
fX.e?(YO? ‘.. 9 Y") = 1 otherwise 
i 
0 if for all z E JW~(X)), {e}(z, x yo, . . , Y,) = 0, 
Proof. Define fX,, by 
fx.e(Yo, ... 3 Yn) = 1 otherwise 
i 
0 if for all z E L(v,(x)), {e}(z, x, y,, . . . , y,) 10, 
Because vo(x) is recursive in x, fX,, is a function recursive in x. Also, fX,, is total by the 
hypothesis on e. 
Fix yo,..., yn E L(~,(x)). We need to check that fX,, is just defined works as 
described in the statement of the Lemma. This reduces to showing that if for all 
z E L(~,(x)), {e}(z, x, y,, . . . , y,,) N 0, then in fact for all z E L(v,(x)), 
{e}(z, x, yo, . . , y,) 2: 0. We will prove the contrapositive of this. 
The pertinent observation here is that if y E L(~,(x)), then y is recursive in x. This is 
checked by induction on 
o(y)=theleastasuchthatyEL,+r-L,. 
The verification uses the recursiveness of the map CI H L,. 
Suppose 3z~L(v~(x)){e}(z,x,y,,...,y,) +O. Then we can find the cL--least 
such z recursively in x using GHM Selection. We can also compute o(z) from x. Since 
this ordinal is recursive in x but less than v,(x), it must be less than S,(x). But then 
3z~L(6~(x)){e}(z,x,y~,...,y,)~O. 0 
It must be mentioned that the proof here is not uniform in x because the map 
x H vo(x) is not in general power set recursive. This is because in Section 4.5 we prove 
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from an inaccessible the consistency of the assertion vO(bO) < vo. In this model, 
x ++ ro(x) cannot be recursive lest we a non-recursive ordinal by asking for some 
ordinal fi such that vo(fl) < vo. 
Lemma 4.6. Let x be any set and cp (uo, IJ, , . . . , v,) be any formula in the language of set 
theory. Then there is a total function g.Y,q, p ower recursive in x so that for all 
yo, “’ > Y” E m,(x)), 
&pP(YO? ...? YA = 
i 
1 if L(~o(x))~;cpcYo,"'~.~"l~ 
0 if L(~o(x))~cp~Yo,~~~~Y,l. 
Proof. By induction on the formula cp. For atomic formulas the result is trivial, and 
the induction steps for the sentential connectives are also immediate. 
Suppose 43 = 3~,+ill/(r~,...,~,+~) and that we have a function gX-,$ as 
in the statement of the lemma. Let e be an index so that for this x and all 
.!Jo, ... >Yn5Yn+l, 
Since gX,ti s total, e satisfies the hypothesis of the last lemma. Now consider fx,, for 
this e. This function is total and recursive in x. If we write out its definition and recall 
the inductive definition of satisfaction, we see that fx,, isexactly the function we need 
for 9.Y.q. 0 
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 4.4. We show for all x that L(~,(x)) satisfies 
the Replacement Schema. We will suppress mention of x. Suppose z, p E L(6,) and 
cp is a first order formula such that L(6,) I= (Vy E z)(ju)cp(y, u, p). Let f : z + iSo be 
given by 
f(y) = the least c( such that (3~ E L,)L(6,) I= cp( y, u, p), 
and let R be the range of fi We need to see that R is an element of L(6,). Clearly R is 
constructible; R is recursive since z and p are, and since ,f is a recursive function, That 
is, 
,f(y) = the least c( < ~~(0) such that (3u E L,)ga,,(y, u, PI 2: 1. 
But R E ho, so o(R) < (~3;)~ 6 v. by Corollary 3.5. Of course, o(R) is recursive, so we 
have o(R) < do. Thus R E L(6,). 0 
By Theorem 4.4, if do is a limit cardinal of L, then L(do) + ZFC. And Theorem 4.9 
shows where we can find an inaccessible. 
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Lemma 4.7. Suppose that v. is a successor cardinal of L. Then each f3 < v. computes 
each of its elements y, and 
sup{len( p,v):y < b < vo} < io. 
Moreover, for all f3 < A.+, vo(/I) = vo. 
Proof. Let K be such that (K’)~ = vo. Then K is recursive. Each /I < (K+)~ computes 
the < L-least well-ordering of K of order type /I, and this computation is uniform. Let 
e be an index such that {e} (p, y) N the rank of y in the < ,-least well-order of Ic of type 
/I. Now for every y < p there is some CI < K such that {e}(& a) N y. Moreover, 
SUp{l{e)(/?,CI)I:K <p < (K+)L&Ct < K} 
is recursive since K is recursive. 
Suppose p < 1, is such that S,(b) > vo. Then j3 computes each element of vo. In 
particular, 1 is not recursive. We can find such a /I recursively from 8 since the 
property of computing each element of v. is C, (Y), and this is impossible. This shows 
that S,(p) < vo. Equality cannot hold since v. is recursive. Thus 6,(p) < vo, and 
vo(/?) < vo. Now if vo(/?) < vo, then by the first part of this result it would compute 
each of its elements, including S,(b). This is a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.8. Let C be a recursive set of ordinals, and let C’ be the set of limit points 
of c. 
(a) If C is unbounded below vo, then do E C’. 
(b) If do E C, then v. E C’. 
(c) If C is closed unbounded, then b. E C ifs v. E C. 
Proof. For (a), consider the function g: v. + v. given by 
g(p) = the next element of C greater than fi. 
Evidently g is power set recursive. Also, if c( < do, then GI is recursive, so g(cc) is 
recursive. But g(cr) < vo, so g(a) < do as well. Thus C n do is cofinal in do. 
For (b), suppose that & E C. Then sup C n v. is recursive and at least do. So it must 
be vo. 
Part (c) follows from (a) and (b), since C = C’. 0 
Theorem 4.9. (a) do is a limit cardinal of L ifs v. is inaccessible in L. 
(b) If do is inaccessible in L, then v. is Mahlo in L. 
Proof. Recall first from Lemma 4.1 that v. is regular in L (always). Then (a) follows, 
from Lemma 4.8(c), when we take C to be the limit cardinals of L. 
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For(b), suppose that &, is inaccessible in L. We already know that v. is inaccessible 
in L, so it remains only to show that in L, the set of regular cardinals below v. is 
stationary. Suppose not. Then in L there is a closed unbounded set C E v. such that 
no element of C is a regular cardinal in L. The < ,. - least such set Co is power 
recursive in 0 (in I/, not L). By (a), do E Co, so do is therefore singular in L. This 
contradicts our hypothesis on do. I7 
Our final results of this section show why we are interested in the largeness 
properties of these ordinals: they are tied up with natural conjectures concerning the 
lengths of computation. The hypothesis of the next result, for example, says that do 
cannot compute each of its elements by a method that is substantially faster than just 
using 0 to compute them. In a sense, it asserts that do has no “special access’ to the 
ordinals below it. 
Corollary 4.10. If sup{len(6,, c():c( < 6,) = iLo, then fro is u limit cardinal of L. Jf 
vo(ho) < vo, then do is a limit cardinal of L. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.7, either hypothesis implies that \fo is a limit cardinal of L. But 
then by Theorem 4.9(a) (with C the set of cardinals of L), we see that 6, is a limit 
cardinal of L. 0 
Theorem 4.11. (a) Zf len(6,, 6,) > iLo, then v. is inaccessible in L. 
(b) If len(6,, 6,) > rcl, then vo(bo) is Mahlo in L. 
Proof. (a) By Lemma 4.7. 
We next turn to part (b). Assuming the hypothesis, we show that 6, is inaccessible 
in L. 
The observation that we will need several times is that if x < 6r and 6r computes 
SI before ICY, then a is recursive in 0. We argue by contradiction; suppose c( is in the 
hypothesis but not the conclusion. Since r < S1 , either c( d ip 8 or tl 6 ) ho, so b. d cp r
by Proposition 4.12. Now len(cc, 6,) < K~(x) = ~~(6~) = K~. So 
len(&, 6,) d max+ (len(dl, c(), len(cr, 6,)) < k’r, 
and this contradicts the hypothesis of part (b). 
First we show that d1 is a limit cardinal in L. Suppose not, and let K be the greatest 
L-cardinal below 6r. Now 6r computes K before lo < K~, since this computation can 
be done without the power set function. Thus K is recursive, so K < 6, < (K' )L. But the 
proof of Corollary 4.10 shows that now len(6,, 6,) < i,, and this again is a contradic- 
tion. 
Next, we show that 6r is regular in L. If not, then by the observation, cfL.(GI) is 
recursive and 6r computes the < L - least cofinal map ,f before io. For some 
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fi < cfL(GI) < 6,,, f(B) > do. But 6r computes p before K, since len(8, fl) < &. Thus 
6r computes f(P) before & < kl, so by the observation f(P) < &,, and this is 
a contradiction. 
So we have shown that d1 is inaccessible in L, and it follows from the relativization 
of Theorem 4.9 to Jo that v,,(&) is Mahlo in I,. [7 
We conjecture that the implications of this theorem are the best possible. That is, 
that starting with models with large cardinals as in the conclusions, we can build 
models as in the hypotheses. This is of interest not only for its own sake but also 
because a model of len(6,, 6,) > K~ would solve the & problem (as a consistency 
result) in view of Theorem 4.21. 
4.2. A well-ordered initial segment of the power degrees 
Consider an iteration of the x H 6,(x) operation. 
Definition. Define by transfinite recursion a sequence (6,: a < Kr ) so that 
60 = &(0), 
6 u+ 1 = &@a), 
61 = sup{&:cc < 1) for A a limit ordinal. 
Also define a sequence (K,: ct < K1 ) in the same manner. 
We will study < and & relations on elements of the 6, sequence. As a result, we 
embed certain countable ordinals as initial segments of the power degrees. We also 
show that 6, = Pi, for these ordinals. 
Definition. An index m is a 6,-index if for all 5 
(i) (m}(t)1 iff < d &, 
(ii) for all b < tl, if 6, < < < 6,, then [{m}(g)1 2 K~, 
(iii) I(m)(&)1 2 K,. 
To start the ball rolling, we construct a &-index. Let m be an index so that 
(m}(5)1 iff for all B < t, len(0, B)l. 
Then (i) holds for CI = 0, and (ii) holds vacuously. For (iii), 
I{m)@dl 2 swW(0,B):B < 6,) = K~. 
(See Theorem 2.10). 
We propagate canonical indices along an initial segment of the 6, sequence using 
two lemmas. To motivate our interest in the indices and to illuminate the strong 
induction hypotheses of the lemmas, we note the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.12. Suppose there is u ~~-index, and for every p < X, 6, computes each qf its 
ele~nents. Then the power degree cf 6, is minimal ahoue the degrees of 6, for f3 < x. That 
is, if x < b8a, then either 6, d,?x or x 6 P6, far Some a < r. Consequently, /I t-+ 6, 
embeds cx as an initbl segment of the power degrees. 
Proof. Let m be a &-index. Given x &6,, use GHM Selection to compute some 
5 < h’i such that {m}(t)& and { computes x. If 5 = ?I,, we are done. If 5 < 6, and c1 is 
a limit ordinal, we are also done since then 5 < 6, for some fi, and 6, computes each of 
its elements. The only case not covered is when a = fi + 1 and 6, < 5 < 6,. But here 
again, 6, computes < by definition of the &-sequence. 0 
As a special case, the degree of 6, is a minimal power degree. 
Lemma 4.13. There is a primitive recursive f: w -+ w so that if m is a canonical index of 
some (unique) S,, and if (VO < M) [S, computes each of its elements & ug E.~ S,], then 
f(m) is a &+l- index. In this case, 6,+ 1 computes each of its elements, and 
6 oil =~Kclrl. 
Proof. Let f be defined so that for all m, f(m) is an index such that given an ordinal 
t, [f(m)j uses GHM Selection to compute some t? ,< t such that (m)(n)J, and 
q computes each element of [a f). 
Suppose m is a &-index and 6, computes each of its elements. Then 6,, I > 6,, and 
we verify the clauses in the definition for f(m) and 6,+ *. First, if iJ < 6,+ 1, then either 
r d 6, or 6, < 4 < 6,+ Iv In the first case, {m> (QJ, and 5 computes each element of 
C& 5) = 0. Thus {f (ml> {<}l. In th e second case 6, is a possible value of q, so 
{f(m)} (5) 1 again. If, on the other hand, 5 > &+ 1, then there is no v < r such that 
q < 6, and y computes each element of [q, <) because if there were, 6, could compute 
&+, by first computing r~ and then using v] to compute 6,+ 1 < iJ. This proves (i). 
For (ii), suppose p < x and 6, d < < 6,+, . Then the ordinal q found in the 
computation of (f(m)> (5) must be 2 6, (lest it be recursive in some 6, with y < j3 and 
also compute 6,). And we have by induction hypothesis that ~~rn~(~)~ > K~, so 
/ ~,~(rn)~ (<)I 2 ntr as well since it includes the verification that {m) (n)l as a subcompu- 
tation. 
For (iii), consider the ordinal YI found in the computation of (f(m)) (6,+ 1). We know 
that is must be 2 6,. Also, it must be < 6, since {m} (n)J. So it is exactly 6,. In 
particular, l{fbO)@,+1)1 > sup {len(&, [):S, Q < < 6 @+ 1 3. But this sup is exactly 
~~(8~) by (a slight modification of) Theorem 2.10. By induction hypothesis, therefore, 
I{.ftm)}(&+r)I > X0(%) = K,+r. 
Finally, the last paragraph shows that 6,+, computes 6,. Thus it computes every 
element of 6, and every element of [s,, 6,+ $1, so it computes all of its elements. From 
(iii), 6, + 1 computes K,+ 1. But every element of 6,+ 1 is recursive in 6,. So 
/ ~,~(rn)~{~)~ < no@,) = tc,+ 1 for all 5 < a,+, . Thus K,+ 1 computes a,+ 1 by asking, 
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“What is the least countable ordinal for which (.f(m) 3 has not converged before 
~@+r?” Hence K,+~ --.~&+r. 0 
Corollary 4.14. For at1 n ~5 co, 
(i) 6, computes each of its elements, 
(ii) S,+ 1 computes 6,, 
(iii) 6, s *K,. 
Proof, By induction on n. 
It should be noted that the lengths of the “canonical computations” of SO from 
6196 2, . . . are > K~. 
Now we consider limit stages of the 6, sequence. 
Lemma 4.15. Suppose tl is a limit ordinal, and also suppose (V/3 < a)[& computes each 
of its elements and is sP ua]. Also, suppose there is a power set recursive function g on 
CO so that (Vn)[g(n)l * g(n) is a Sp-index for some /I < a] and (VP -C a)(In)[g(n) is 
a Gp-index]. Then there is a &-index, 6, computes each of its elements, and is z K,. 
Moreover, there is a primitive recursive function taking indices for such g to &-indices 
for the appropriate a. 
Proof. Let m be an index calling on Gandy selection such that 
Assume c( is as in the hypothesis. It is easy to check that {m)(t)J, for all 5 < K,. 
The verification of (ii) and (iii) uses the induction hypothesis, and we omit the 
details. The fact that 6, -_.* K, is a consequence of the existence of a &index, and the 
argument is as in the conclusion of Lemma 4.13. IJ 
Corollary 4.16. 6, computes each of its elements, and 6, =.) K,. 
It might be noted that it is possible to show that if a is a limit ordinal and there is 
a &-index, then L(6,) j=ZF-Power. 
Theorem 4.17. Suppose < is a power set recursive well order of w of order type a. 
Then the map a ~8, embeds a as an initial segment of the power degrees. 
Proof We use Effective Transfinite Recursion on < to get a recursive function h so 
that for all n, h(n) is a &-index, where a, is the rank of n in < . This is routine from the 
uniformities of Lemmas 3.8 and 4.15. The proof that each 6,,, is minimal above its 
predecessors i a consequence of Proposition 4.12. 17 
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It is unknown how far results like Theorem 4.17 go. That is, we know of no 
characterization of the least u such that 6, has no canonical index. (However, it is 
possible to show that if (T is the supremum of ranks of power recursive well-orders of 
o, then 6, has a canonical index.) 
4.3. Does every non-recursive ordinal compute &? 
In this section we discuss aspects of an open problem relating to the power degrees. 
The question is essentially the simplest possible one concerning the partial order of 
power degrees. 
We know from Proposition 4.12 that the degree of &, is minimal above the degree 
of 0. Our question is whether every degree is comparable to the degree of 6,,. Other 
questions of this type include: Are there minimal degrees besides &,? Does every 
degree not recursive in &, compute 6r? Does every degree which is not recursive in 
&, compute 6, with the help of &? (i.e., does x $ /p &, imply 6r < /(&,, x)?). 
This section deals with three aspects of the ho problem. First, we exhibit a great 
many non-recursive ordinals which do, in fact, compute 6,, Second, we present some 
“evidence” to support our conjecture that the answer should be negative. Some of this 
work connects the do problem to the optimality question for the canonical computa- 
tions which were introduced in Section 4.2. Finally, we mention some attempts to 
establish the existence of pseudo-recursive ordinals. 
The reader may have noticed that the title of this section refers to ordinals and not 
to arbitrary sets. There are two reasons for this. First, the &, problem is open in L, and 
assuming I/ = L, every set is recursive in an ordinal. So we lose no generality by 
restricting attention to the ordinals. Second, suppose M is power admissible and x is 
a Cohen generic real over M. Then M [x] is power admissible, 8: = BftX1, and 
M [x] + “x is neither recursive nor computes ho”. These facts follow from the material 
in Section 4.5. 
Let us present some ordinals which do compute &. Every ordinal x greater than &, 
computes do, since &(a) = i,,, and &, computes ho (Theorem 2.10). There are also 
some countable ordinals which compute &,. For example, 6, computes &, provided 
there is a &-index. The next result shows that in models with recursive well-orders of 
the reals (such as L, L[O”], or L[p]), every non-recursive countable ordinal com- 
putes ho. 
Lemma 4.18. Suppose there is a well-order W of‘ reals recursive in 8. Then every 
countable ordinal computes each of its predecessors, and vO(x) = K1 for all x. 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that even a countable ordinal, c(, c( computes the 
<,-least real coding a well-order of order type a. For every /3 < z, there is some n E o 
such that b is the rank of n in this order, so r computes fl. For the last assertion, if vO(x) 
were countable, it would compute b,(x) < v,(x), but this is absurd since x would then 
compute S,(x). 0 
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We should make two comments on this lemma. First, we can weaken the hypoth- 
eses to read “every countable ordinal computes a well order of w of its rank”. Second, 
the argument does not generalize above K1 . 
There are also many uncountable ordinals below & which compute &,. 
Lemma 4.19. Let CY be any ordinal, and let /I be the least ordinal grater than x which is 
not recursive in CC Then /I computes 13~. 
First use GHM Selection to find c1i < /I so that c~i computes each element of [ai, fl). 
(Our u is such an ordinal, and the condition is semirecursive in /I). We claim that 
/3 computes CI. If CI~ d CI, we are done because then SC E [ai, b), so c( &al <..B. If 
a < xi, then we find t12 < ~1~ soa2 computes each element of [cL~, /I), etc. Eventually, 
we must get some c(, < a or we would have a descending sequence 
c(i > cI* > .” > c(, > ‘.’ of ordinals. And c1 <y d CI, & ... <,cri 6* 8, so /I com- 
putes CI. So p computes up {len(cl, 5): CI ,< 5 < /I}. By the usual argument, this ordinal 
is Q,(U). Of course K~(c() 2 &,, so A,, and thus 6,, are computable from p. 0 
There are other computations of &,, for example. 
Lemma 4.20. Let c( be the least ordinal not recursive in a countable ordinal, and set 
fl = sup {y < K,: y is recursive in some countable ordinal}. 
Then both tl and /? compute do. 
Proof. This is an easy generalization of the argument for Theorem 2.10 so we omit the 
details. One actually proves that these ordinals compute 
sup{K,.(8: 5 < &j > Ko. 0 
With all these computations of do, why should not every non-recursive ordinal 
compute do? Curiously, some “evidence” for the existence of such pseudorecursive 
ordinals (and some of the most interesting aspects of this question) comes from 
considering the lengths of some of the known computations of do. The computation of 
do from 6, via Corollary 4.14 has length > K~, and for the ordinals in Lemma 4.20, the 
length is > sup { rco (5) : 5 < K 1, which is also > K~. Yet as Theorem 4.21 below shows, 
if every non-recursive ordinal computes de, then the shortest lengths from non- 
recursive ordinals below /lo are uniformly bounded below lo. This implies that the 
natural computations are extremely inefficient. This strikes us as problematic. For 
another example along this line, let S = {U :sl < Ao, ct G.+. ho but tx &S}. By minimal- 
ity, every element of S computes do, and in general we would suspect that 
sup{len(cr, ho):@ E S} > sup{len(60, @):a E S and c( < S,} = K~. But if every non-re- 
cursive ordinal computes do, then many members of S have “special access” to do by 
a different method. To mention just one more result in this direction, if every 
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non-recursive ordinal computes do, then there are recursive ordinals a such that every 
ordinal not recursive via a computation of at most len(O, a) computes &, “faster than 
0 computes CI”. 
Theorem 4.21. [f every non-recursive ordinal computes do, then 
sup { len(a, 6,): c( < iti0 & 2 non-recursive} < til 
On the other hand, if there is a pseudo-recursive ordinal, then there is an ordinal M < E., 
which computes &, but kn(x, K,,) > K~. 
Proof. Suppose that first alternative held. Then we show how Lo computes the above 
sup. First, compute R = {x < &:a non-recursive). Then compute ~3~. Finally, ask 
each r E R to compute ~3~. By the hypothesis, this last step converges, and it shows that 
the above sup is recursive in 2, and thus less than K~(&) = K,. 
The proof of the converse deferred until the next section, where a stronger result is 
presented. 0 
Here is another result proved under the hypothesis that an initial segment of the 
non-recursive ordinals compute &,. 
Lemma 4.22. Let /1 be recursive with cf (R) > 1 vo(. and suppose every non-recursive 
ordinal below E. computes &,. Then sup {len (r, 6,): c( < E. & cx non-recursive} > &. 
Proof. Fix i as in the hypothesis, but assume towards a contradiction that the sup is 
< &, say < {m}(0). Define a recursive function .f by 
.f(a) = sup{/J < vg:x computes fl before {m)(@)f. 
First note that for all a < io, f (a) < vo. This is because if(&),f(z) = ro, then by GHM 
Selection, there is a recursive c( with f (c() = vo. We can then use c( to compute some 
/J with do < p < vo, But b is outright recursive, and this is a contradiction. Second, 
note that for all non-recursive x < i, f(a)’ > So. 
Now ,f maps A into v. and thus determines a partition of 2 into (v. 1 subsets. By the 
hypothesis on cf(A), one set must be unbounded. Now we set ‘1 = the least element of 
r. so f-‘(q) is unbounded in i. By definition, ye is absolutely recursive. Being 
unbounded, f _ ’ (q) must contain a non-recursive ordinal (since cf(E.) is uncountable). 
It follows that do < q. But by definition, q < vo. Thus q is a recursive ordinal between 
b. and vo, and this is a contradiction. 0 
Next, we turn briefly to just two attempts at proving the existence of pseudo- 
recursive ordinals. One reason this seems to be difficult is that ordinals cannot be 
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“constructed”. They can be described as limits or as the minimal ordinal satisfying 
a certain property. However, these last two ideas fail to give simple proofs of the 
existence of pseudo-recursive ordinals. 
Lemma 4.23. (a) If a is a limit of recursive ordinals, then a is either recursive or 
computes &,. The same holds if a is a limit qf ordinals recursive in &. 
(b) If cp( /I) is a non-empty IT, (9) predicate on the first power admissible, then the least 
ordinal a such that q(a) is either recursive or computes do. 
Proof. (a) Given a, use 8 to compute an unbounded subset of a, and Iet K be the length 
of the verification. If K 2 ,I,,: a computes &,. If K < &, we show that tl is recursive. Fix 
indices u and v so that {ZJ) (0) > K and (u) (0) 1: the least recursive ordinal > a. Then 
a = sup ( (e> (0) : te> (0) < (v>(O)& I(4 01 < I {ut (0)1>3 
so c( is recursive. If SI is a limit of ordinals recursive in &, we may assume a is not 
a limit of recursive ordinals. Use c1 to compute some /? 6 fiO which computes an 
unbounded subset of t(. Since “fl < a0 ” is semirecursive, r computes &. 
(b) 1 rp is C1 (9) and hence semirecursive, say 1 cp (j3) iff (e} ( /?) _1. Given a, compute 
sup { 1 (e) (J?)[ : p < a>. As in part (a), a is recursive if the sup is < & and computes 6e if 
the sup is A?*. I7 
To conclude this section, we mention one known negative result concerning the 
power degrees. 
Theorem 4.24. Let 6 = the least ordinal not recursive in a countable ordinal. Then 
6 < K2, and there is an unbounded subset of K2 each element of which is neither 
recursive in a countable ordinal nor computes 6. In fact, for every < < HI, there is 
a stationary set S G K2 so that for all a E S, a is not recursive in any countable ordinal, 
and 6 is not recursive in (a, <). 
Proof. First, 6 < & by cardinality considerations. By the “boldface version” of 
Theorem 2.10, 6 computes sup~*(~):~ < Ez, >. 
We prove the second assertion; fix 5 < K1. Let P(b) hold iff there is a closed 
unbounded C c Kz so that for all a E C, (a, 5) computes & Evidently P is 
a semirecursive-in-4 predicate. Note also that P( t!3) holds for only countably many /?. 
That is, if there were tC,-many j3 such that P(p), then the intersection of the 
corresponding closed unbounded C, would be non-empty. Every element a of it 
would, with r, compute uncountably many ordinals; this is impossible. 
Also, if P(B) holds, then this can be verified by an ordinal recursive in (& 5) using 
GHM Selection. Thus P is actually recursive in (4, S) since 6 computes the sup above 
So (5, S ) computes the least /3 such that P( @) fails. Let S be a stationary set witnessing 
this. For each c( E S, (r, 4) does not compute & so (q <> cannot compute 6 either. 
Since {tl < K2 : a is recursive in a countable ordinal } has size K, , we can assume that 
S is disjoint from this set. q 
Recall that an ordinal cx is pseudo-recursive iff 3 is neither recursive nor computes 
do, Note that if a is pseudo-recursive and p --/a, then p is also pseudo-recursive. 
The key to one result on pseudo-recursive ordinals is the following length estimate. 
Lemma 4.25. Let y be the least pseudo-recursive ordinal. Then there are unboundedly 
many elements p of 7 so that /I computes a0 but len(/I, 6,) > ti,,. 
Proof. Suppose not, and fix q < 1: so that every element of [a y) is either recursive or 
computes 6, by a computation of length 6 K,. Then (Q S,} computes y since 
6, computes &, and K@., and since y is the least (less than some (m}(8)) greater than 
9 not computing do before K,. 
Hence 3~ 30 [t < y & (r Q 6, & (z, a) computes ~1. By GHM Selection (and the fact 
that “CT < 6, ” is semirecursive), there is such a pair (7, a) recursive in ;‘. Fix such 
a pair. Now 7 computes (r, so cz d ~5, must be recursive. Thus z computes (7, g> which 
computes ;j. So 5 z z 7, and thus T is pseudo-recursive. But this contradicts the 
minimality of y. 0 
Of course, there is nothing special about ti, here, and the result hold with 
K, replaced by K, whenever there is a &-index. And the same argument works 
whenever y is the least pseudo-recursive ordinal in its degree and y is not a limit of 
pseudo-recursives. 
Corollary 4.26. Ler y be the least pseudo-recursive. Then (&, r> computes K, and 6,. 
Proof. Given (&,, y) compute the set of recursive ordinals below y. Ask each non- 
recursive ordinal to compute a0 and take the sup of the least lengths. This is 3 K, so 
(do, 7) computes K, and hence 6,. 0 
This corollary is interesting when we consider the problem: Does every ordinal not 
recursive in a0 compute d1 with &,? (That is, if a &&,, is a1 &(a, SO)?) One might 
think that if a were pseudo-recursive then a would answer the question negatively. But 
the first pseudo-recursive ordinal disproves this, and the 6r problem is also open. 
The last result on pseudo-recursive ordinals shows that if one exists, then there must 
be infinitely many distinct pseudo-recursive degrees. For the proof, we need a defini- 
tion. Let y be any non-recursive ordinal. Let a0 be the sup of the recursive ordinals 
< 7 and let a, be the least recursive ordinal beynd y. We call [ao, a1 ) the non-recursive 
interval about y. 
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Pro~ition 4.27. Ij y is pseudo-recursive, then the nob-recursive intervu~ about y con- 
tains representutives of in~nite~~~ zany distinct pseudo-recursive degrees. 
Proof. Fix 7 and suppose the statement failed. Let 
S = { /3 E [aO, c(i): p is pseudo-recursive). 
Then there is a finite set r of pseudo-recursive ordinals such that every p E S is 
computable from some c1 E r. For such /3 and tl, len (a, /I) < &, since ice (a) = ;lo. Each 
element of [CQ, a,) - S computes ~3~. Thus, there is a finite subset f of [cl,, a,) so that 
each element of 
[ao, Q) - {@: for some c1 E r, fi is recursive in a before no3 
computes ~3~. Now this condition is semirecursive in do because do computes CC~, GQ, 
and ho. So there is a finite r. recursive in So as above, Since the original y does not 
compute do at all, there must be some c( E To which computes y. Since To is finite and 
computable from do, we see that a0 computes this CI. But then a0 computes y. This 
contradicts the assumption that y is pseudo-recursive. 0 
4,.5, Forcing constructions in power set recursion 
In this section we develop the technique of forcing and use it to prove two simple 
equiconsistency results. More results of this type will be presented in the next section. 
Theorem 4.28. The following pairs of theories are equiconsistent: 
(a) ZF IC, (9) + “there is an inaccessible cardinal” and 
ZF 1 Cl (9) + “do is a limit cardinul of L”; 
(b) ZF Iz1,(9) + “there is a Mahlo cardinal” and 
ZF 1 Cl (9) + “ho is inaccessible in L”. 
In addirion, all of these hold when ZF ICI (P) is replaced by ZF or ZFC. 
The proof of these results comes at the end of this section, preceded by a number of 
general results. We already know from Theorem 4.9 that the largeness properties of 
fro imply the corresponding stronger properties for vo. For the other direction of these 
results, we begin by collapsing an inaccessible or Mahlo cardinal to K1 by a Levy 
collapse. Then we need to do some further work, because in the extension, v. will still 
be the H1 of the ground model. The additional forcing makes the generic object itself 
recursive; this gives every countable ordinal access to all its predecessors and thus 
makes v. = K1. This forcing for this coding method used by McAloon [lo] to obtain 
the consistency of ZFC + I/ = HOD # L. We show that McAloon coding allows 
relative recursion in a ground model to become absolute recursion in a generic 
extension. Much of the technical discussion in this section hinges on the homogeneity 
properties of these forcing notions. Finally, to collapse a Mahlo cardinal and make 
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ho an inaccessible of L, we shall need the forcing of ~aumgartner et al. [1] to add 
a closed unbounded set to the regular cardinals of L below h*i. 
Before discussing forcing, we should perhaps explain why we state equiconsistency 
results for both ZF / El (9) and the full ZF. The former theory is a natural one for our 
consistency results since it is the minimal theory in which power set recursion can be 
formulated. So it is important that our consistency results use this (and only this) 
fragment of set theory. On the other hand, ZF is the more familiar theory, so we want 
results stated in terms of it as well. Our results hold when “ZF 1 Cl (3)” is replaced by 
any extension T such that (if if M /==T then (LJM /=T and (ii) T is preserved under (set) 
generic extensions. 
The consistency results for all of these theories are proved in nearly the same way. 
We can, by the usual argument, always begin with a countabie transitive model 
(CTM) of any of these theories. We will use M, N etc. to denote such models, Usually 
we will not specify a particular theory, but the proofs will cover all the cases. That is, if 
we want to prove a result for ZF 1 Cl (p), then we can assume that M I=: “there are no 
power admissible? because we can replace M by V(&)M in the entire argument. And 
if we work with ZF, then M + “there are unboundedly many power admissibles”. 
We begin with some comments on forcing to orient the reader. For more details, see 
PI or !31. 
Given a CTM M, a partial order IFP = (P, < ) belonging to M, and a generic subset 
G of P, we define a map x, G H val(x, G) by ~-recursion on x: 
val(x, G)= {val(~,G):~p~G(~,~)~~~. 
We set M(G) = {val(x, G). x E h/l). Our first task is to show that if M + ZFICl (Y), 
then M(G)/= ZF ICI (9’) as well. As in the proof of ZF, the key is to examine the 
forcing relation and to prove that for each cp, the relation 
S,([Fb,P.<Xl,..., x,>) iff P~~~v,(x~,...,x~) 
is definable in M, and that if G is M-generic over [FD, M[G] + 
q[val(G, x1 ), . . . , val(G, x,)] iff 3p E G S,(P, p, (.x1, . . . , x,)). These fundamental 
facts carry over verbatim into our situation as well. 
Any of the standard definitions of (formulas equivalent o) S, contain implicitly 
transfinite recursions for one or both of the atomic cases. When seen in this light, S, is 
seen to be C, (in fact A,) in case cp is atomic. If 40 is do, then S, is also C,. 
We are also interested in S, when ~0 is C, (9) and we will show that S, is also Cr (9). 
The usual equivalence for the unbounded existential quantifier allows us to reduce to 
the case when cp(x, y) is x = 9(y). 
The standard proof of M [G] + Power Set Axiom shows that for all G, 
Y”MIG1(y) s val( ill) x Y(P x range(y)), G). 
In fact, by the proof of M[G] f=TComprehesion, there is some y* so that 
S”rG1(y) = val(y*, G). In fact, the uniformity shows that the map y t, y* is C, (2). 
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But then 
~Itx=P(y) iff pIFx=y* 
so S, is indeed C, (9). 
Proposition 4.29. Zf M FZF ICI (9) and G is M-generic over some P E M, then 
M[G]kZFIC,(P). If MFAC, then M[G]+AC as well. Also, if 
M + P E V, & “VK is power admissible”, 
then M [G] f=“V, is power admissible”. 
Proof. Everything is verbatim as in standard proofs except the proof that M [G] k 
Zi(.!??)-Collection. However, an examination of the standard proof of Replacement 
shows that if M +I, (9)Collection then M [G] k C1 (P)-Collection. This follows 
precisely from our observation that if cp is C1 (9) then S, is also C1 (9). 0 
Our main interest is in the preservation and alteration of computations between 
M and an extension M [G]. We will identify elements x of M with their canonical 
names 2 in the forcing language for typographical convenience. This should cause no 
confusion since essentially all constant symbols which we have occasion to consider in 
expressions like “M [G] + q(x)” will indeed be canonical. In addition, all our partial 
orders will have 8 as their greatest element. It follows that the map x H i is uniformly 
(set) recursive (i.e., independent of the partial order P). We will use this fact and the 
identification of x with z? several times. and without further mention. 
Proposition 4.30. Zf M + {e}(x) N y at stage 0, and if ( V,)M = ( VO)MtG1, then M [G] k 
{e}(x) 1: y at stage 0. 
Proof. By recursion on 0 and then by cases on e. We use the convention that if 
{e}(x) N y at (T then y E V,. The trivial argument uses nothing about forcing and the 
statement holds between any two transitive models of ZF 1 Cl (.!Y). 0 
As one might guess from the first pages of this section, we will need the Levy 
collapse of an inaccessible. Given a CTM M + “K is inaccessible”, there is a poset 
P E M and a generic subset G such that M [G] F“K = N1”. In particular, 
M[G] +“K <,@ 0". 
We will need in this and the following section some well-known facts about this 
forcing: 
(1) If M +GCH, then M[G] FGCH. 
(2) If M +“S is a stationary subset of K", then M [G] +“S is a stationary subset of 
Ki”. 
(3) If M [G] +“x is a countable set of ordinals”, then 
(a) (K1)Mt”l < K, and 
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(b) there is an M[x]-generic subset H c P,. such that M[x] [H] = M[G]. 
We also need a consequence of the homogeneity of lPL which we now present. Recall 
that every automorphism 71: P -+ P induces a map II* of M by E -recursion: 
n*(x) = { (np, n*y) : (p, y) E .x)* 
Call x automorphism invariant if for all automorphisms 7~ E M, E*X = x. A partial 
order P E M is said to be homogeneous if for all p, q E P there is some 71 such that for 
some r E P, r d p and r < req. The basic fact about homogeneity is that if M I=UD is 
homogeneous and &xl, . . , x,) is a sentence of the forcing language with xi, . . . , x, 
automorphism invariant, then M [G] f= 9(x,, . . . , x,) iff 8 l= cp(x,, . . . , x,). 
Lemma 4.31, There is a power set recursive f(e, P, (x1, . . . . x,)) such that $’ M is 
a CTM containing IFD, x1, . . . , x,, and if M /=“p is homogeneous”, and 
MCGll={ej(xl,..., x,)1 at c for some M-generic subset G qf P, then 
M +f(e, [FD, (.x1, . , x,)) N G. 
Proof. It is here that it makes a difference whether CTM means “models of ZF” or 
merely “model of ZF\ C,(S7’)“, but the difference is minor. Fix a CTM M for a mo- 
ment. Let CI = the least M-power admissible containing P, xl, . . . , x, if such c1 exists, 
and if not, let r = ONR M. By Proposition 4.29 and the homogeneity of P, the 
following are equivalent: 
(3G)(3o) M[G]f=(ef(x,,...,x,) z a; 
(3G)(3a < a) M[G] b {e)(.xl, . . . , x,) ‘v o; 
(30 < c() 8 It {e}(.w,, . .. , x,) 1c CF. 
But the relation R(e, p (x1, . . , , x,)) iff there is some CI < the next power admissible 
containing P, (x, $. . . , x,) such that 8 It {e) (x1, . . . : x,) N CT is Z, (9) (uniformly for all 
M). Thus it is semirecursive {uniformly), and if an ordinal cr exists, we can find (the 
unique) one recursively in the other parameters. t] 
Corollary 4.32. Let M be a CTM with M + “[Fp is ~l~~mogeneous”, and let x E M. Then @’ 
M [G] ka &x, then M FE <#x, [FD. 
Proof. If M [G] + 51 < ?x, say M [G] I=: {e} (x) ‘v x at c, then in M we can calculate 
CT from x and P. But since c( < ~7, we can calculate it as well by asking for the unique 
element ,f_3 < c such that 0 It {e} (.u) N p. c] 
Note that this resuit makes sense because r is an ordinal. If we replace it by an 
arbitrary element of M [G], say [s(o)] MtG1, then the corollary cannot even be stated 
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as above. It is true, however, that in M we can compute names for all the objects 
recursive in x in M[G]. 
Corollary 4.33. Let M be a CTM with M +“ti is inaccessible” + V = L. Let x E M. if 
M [G] is a generic extension via the Levy collapse of K to HI, then M [G] /= c( & x if 
M FLY &x, K. 
Proof. Half follows from the last corollary and the observation that PL & K. For the 
other half, suppose M k {e) (x, K) ‘v ct. Let u be an index so that fuf (8) ‘v EC 1. Recall 
the index & from the last paragraph of Section 1.3. Then in M [GJ, {&‘) (e, x, (u)(8)) 
2: x. ci 
We next need to discuss the forcing of McAloon [lo]. Our use of this is to take 
a ground model M, and turn recursion relative to some oracle A into absolute 
recursion in an extension machinery employed by McAloon [lo], but we code 
different sets. 
We need to generalize slightly the original presentation because we intend to use 
this forcing not over L but over generic extensions obtained by collapsing an 
inaccessible to HI. (Actually, we could also apply this forcing in any generic extension 
M [GJ of a CTM M/=V = L with G c (V(&))MrG1.) 
For any ordinal a, let P, = (P,, < ) be the poset for adding a Cohen subset of K,: 
P, = (p:K, -+ {O, l~:ldom(p)l < tc,t 
The ordering on this poset is reverse inclusion. P, is &-closed whenever K, is regular. 
Also, CI -+ PO: is power set recursive. For any set X of successor ordinals, let 
Px = I7 {P, : c( E X >. If N is a CTM resulting from the Levy collapse of an inaccessible 
to K1 (starting from a model of V = L), X E N any set of successor ordinals > 1, and 
H is N-generic over iPx, then the arguments of McAloon show that 
(1) N and N [H] have the same cardinals; 
(2) The characteristic function of N is recursive in N [H] (because no new subsets of 
K, are added, and so N = [L(~(~~))]~I~l), 
(3) a E X iff N [I-r] +“there is a cofinal subset of $4, with no co&al subset in N”. 
The point for us is that the characteristic function of X becomes power set recursive in 
the extension. 
The proof that the cardinals of N are not collapsed used a factoring lemma due to 
Jensen. Since we will use this lemma, we outline the details. For any set X of successors 
> 1 and any Z, let 
X’={,~EX:~>CI) and X,=X-X”. 
If H s Px, let 
H” = (plX”:pEH), 
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and likewise for H,. If H is N-generic over P x, then H, is N-generic over Px, (and 
similarly for H”). Jensen showed that H, is M [ H”]-generic over Px,, provided c( is 
a successor. So by the Product Lemma, 
N [HI = N CW CHJ 
= N [Ha] [Ha]. 
The important point is that Pxz is K,-closed, so I/, in the sense of N [H] is exactly 
V, in the sense of N [HJ. 
We can now present our second tool, the correspondence between McAloon coding 
and relative power set recursion. 
Theorem 4.34. Let N be as above, and let X E (V(A,))N be any set of ordinals. Then 
there is a generic extension N [H] so that 
(a) ThereisaJixedeEwsuchthatife,xl,...,x,ENandN~{eJX(x,,...,x,)1,then 
N[H] I=(e) (e,xI ,..., x.)1 and ({e}‘(xl ,..., x,))N = ({f} (e,x, ,..., x,))NIH1. So 
X is absolutely recursive as a predicate in N [H]; and 
(b) ThereisajxedmEwsothatifx,,..., x,E(V(~*))NandNCHI~{e}(x,,...,x,)l, 
then N k {m}*(e, x1, . . . ,x.)1. Moreover, if ({e}(xI ,..., x,))NrH1 is an ordinal o, 
then ({mix (e, x1, . . . , x,) N G.)~. 
Proof. Let Y = {a + 2: c( E X}. As noted above, if H is N-generic over Py, then N is 
a recursive subset of N [H]. Thus there is an index j so that for all x E N, 
Cij(x)Il NtH1 = P’(x). Also, X is absolutely power set recursive in N [H] by (3) above, 
so we can get an index e as in part (a) by a fixed-point argument. 
Part (b) is more subtle, and it requires two lemmas from our previous work as well 
as the product analysis of this forcing. We need only prove the second sentence. The 
point is that the following are equivalent: 
(i) NIIHI~{e}(x,,...,x,)l, 
(ii) N[H] k(3o < A,) {e) (x1, . . . , x,) = CJ, 
(iii) N +@a < &)f(e, Py, (xi, . . . , x,)) = CJ, 
(iv) N!=W < AMe, b,,,, (x~,...,x,)) 1: 0, 
W N~(3adX,(xl,...,x,))f(e,P,“+I,(x,,...,x,))2:~. 
Then (i) and (ii) are equivalent in view of Proposition 4.29. That is, since X E V(1,) in 
N, this set is closed under recursion in N [H]. (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by Lemma 
4.31; (iii) and (iv) are equivalent in view of the Factoring Lemma; and finally, (iv) and 
(v) are equivalent because the map c1 I-+ [FDyz is power set recursive using X as an oracle, 
and because f is recursive. So the predicate of e, (T, and (xi,. . . , x,) in (iv) is C1 (b), 
using X as an extra predicate, on V (A,) = V (A,(X)). Thus since there exists some 
c E V(A,(X)) satisfying this predicate, some c can be found recursively in the para- 
meters using X only as an oracle. 0 
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The next result specializes this to show that if the set Y we code is actually 
a member of I’(&,), then recursion in the extension corresponds to Y as an object. 
Corollary 4.35. Let N be as in the theorem and let Y be any element of ( V(A,))N. Then 
there is a generic extension N [H] so that for any z E N and any ordinal LX, 
Proof. First, since N k AC, fix a set of ordinals X and an index m so that 
N+{(m)(X) = Y. Th e most natural way to get X is as the code of a well founded tree 
isomorphic to Y. In this case 1 Y 1 = 1x1, and X may be taken to be a member of 
(V(&))N. Fix some index k so that X E (l/(k)(~))~. 
Next, let N [H] be the generic extension given in the theorem for this X. We will use 
the results (a) and (b) to prove the biconditional of the corollary. 
If N k c( <,+, Y z then certainly N l= x 6.*X, z. Fix e so that N + {e} (X, z) = c(. Now 
letfbeanindexsothatN~{f}X(~)-Xn{k}(~).Thatis,N~{f}X(~)-X.Using 
f and e we can get an index g so that N k(g)“(z) 2: {e} ({f>“(s), z) 2: cc Let 1 be the 
index from part (i) of the theorem. Then N [H] k {e} (g, z) = j3, so N [H] l= CI G.) z. 
On the other hand, if N [H] + M. 6.,. z, fix some e so that N [H] k {e}(z) = E. Now 
let m be the index from the second part. Then N + {m}X (e, z) = c(. It is easy using 
a fixed point argument o get an index f so that N l= { f} (m, X, e, z) 5 {m}X(e, z) 2: SI. 
Thus N kcr GuX, z. 0 
It should be mentioned that the corollary holds with c( replaced by any element of 
N. In particular, Y itself is absolutely recursive in N [H]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.28(a). Let M be a CTM with M l= “K is inaccessible”. We can 
assume that M + V = L as well. Let PL E M be the Levy collapse of K to Ki , and let 
G be M-generic over P’,_. In M [G], it is easy to see by Corollary 4.33 that ho < Kf. So 
we have to do more forcing in order to get a model where &, is a limit cardinal of L. 
We use McAloon coding to extend M [G] to a model M [G] [H] with G recursive as 
an object without collapsing K1 . (Alternatively, we could add a recursive well order of 
the reals.) The point is that in M [G] [H], each countable ordinal computes each of its 
predecessors. Therefore M [G] [H] k vO = K1, so we are done by Theorem 4.9. 
Here are the details concerning the application of McAloon coding: In M [Cl, 
G can be construed as a subset of K1, so M [G] k “I/ = L(A) for some A c K1”. Let 
M [G] [H] be the model from Corollary 4.35, where we take N = M [G] and Y = G. 
Then K1 is preserved, and in M [G] [H], every countable ordinal computes its 
predecessors. 
Proof of Theorem 4.28(b). Let M k I/ = L + “K is Mahlo”. First, let M [G] be the 
generic extension given by the Levy collapse of K to K1 . Now in M [Cl, the set S of 
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regular cardinals of L < Kl is still stationary. There is in M [G] a partially ordered set 
P so that a generic subset H of [FD is a set of conditions whose union is a closed 
unbounded subset C of S. Moreover, M [G] [C] has the same cardinals as M [G]. This 
forcing is described in [l]. By the Product Lemma, M [G] [C] can be considered as 
L [A] for some A E ‘Hr. We apply Corollary 4.35 to M [G] [C] and Y = (C, G). The 
extension M [G] [C] [H] will be called N. 
Once again, in N every countable ordinal computes its predecessors. So v0 = K 1, 
and by Theorem 4.9, &, is a limit cardinal of I.. Since C is recursive, & E C by Lemma 
4.8(c). Thus in N, & is inaccessible in L. 
This completes the proof of the main theorem of this section. The arguments for 
part (b) can be easily generalized as follows. Let P be any power recursive predicate 
and let PM be given by 
PM(m) iff {/I < c(: P(p)} is stationary in c(. 
Then ZFICr(~) + “there is an ordinal x with PM(a)” is equiconsistent with 
ZF 1 C, (-9) + “P(&,)“. 
The same holds for ZF. 
Incidentally, it can be checked quite easily that in our models, 
sup{len(&, cr):a < S,} < &. 
(This holds whenever the reals are recursively well ordered.) So the equiconsistency 
results for sup {len(&,, cz): a < So} = & must involve more refined techniques. 
4.6. Further consistency results 
We begin this section where the last one left off, and we show that the hypotheses of 
an inaccessible cardinal and sup {len(&, c() :c( < 6,) = &, are equiconsistent. 
Recall first from Corollary 4.10 and Theorem 4.9 that if the sup equals &, then v0 is 
inaccessible in L. Thus an inaccessible is necessary. Also, it will be necessary to do 
more than just collapse the first inaccessible because if we do only that, then & will be 
< KF by Corollary 4.33, and the sup will be < &, by Corollary 4.10. But we must do 
less than we did in the last section, as if the reals are recursively well-ordered, the sup is 
again < &. What we need to do is to code in a countable number of well orderings of 
w. We will also need to control the coding so that the above sup is exactly &,. 
Fortunately, there is a single method that accomplishes both goals. 
Let M be a CTM with 
M +“V = L and there is an inaccessible”, 
and let M [G] be the generic extension via the Levy collapse of the least inaccessible 
K of M. We want to build an oracle A inside M [G] and then extend further using 
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McAloon coding. We will use a superscript A to denote the version of any of our 
notions defined in the extended recursion theory. For example S{ = the least ordinal 
not of the form {e}A(8) for some index e. 
Lemma 4.36. Suppose M [G] )=“X is a countable set of ordinals” and /I E M. Then for 
all CI E M, if M [G] k tl 6 p, then M [X] t= tl <.$ /I, K. Thus M [Cl k “The power 
degree of p relative to X omits some ordinal below Kr[““. 
Proof. By the factoring lemma for the Levy collapse, there is some M [Xl-generic 
subset H of lpL such that M[G] = M [X] [HI. Then the first result follows from 
Lemma 4.31 and Proposition 1.3. For the second, note that in M [X], only countably 
many ordinals are recursive in B, K. 0 
Lemma 4.37. In M [G], there is a countable set A of ordinals so that 
sup{lenA(6t,cx):CI <S,“} = n,“. 
Proof. Thisis a version of nonuniformly autocomputable sets (cf. Section 3.2), and we 
refer to the construction in Theorem 3.9 for most of the details. 
We build an NA set AE V(;l,), but we need to modify the construction. In the 
definition of a,, I from b, and t,, the idea was to code in S,, the complete subset of 
o relative to b,. We need to code in a different set this time. Since b, is countable, 
K ytb”i < Ki, we let S, be a real coding a well order of o of type Kytb”‘. 
The rest of the construction is exactly as before. The main Claim of the construction 
goes through, and the only change is at the very end of the proof, when we show that 
A is NA. Here is the proof: Suppose toward a contradiction that for some e, 
{e} (8; A) 1: A. By the Claim, {e> (8; b,) ‘v A. As in the earlier proof, the construction 
insured we can compute S, from 8 using b, as an oracle. It follows that every element 
OfK ytbel is of the form {m} (8; b,) f or some m. But this contradicts the last assertion of 
Lemma 4.36. 
Since A is NA, 20” = sup A. We need to verify the equality in the statement of the 
theorem. It is sufficient to show that for all m such that {m} (8; A)l, there is some 
y < S,” such that y is not A-recursive in 8,” via a computation of length < 1 {m} (8; A)[. 
Now for some e, sup b, > 1 {m}(O; A)I. By the Use Lemma, the computations 
{a} (6,“; A) of length < 1 {m}(O; A)[ are in fact computations of the form {u}(6;; b,). 
But it follows from Lemma 4.36 that there is some y < Kytbe’ < 8,” which is not of the 
form {u} (8,“; b,). 0 
Corollary 4.38. The two theories below are equiconsistent: 
ZF I Cl (9) + “there is an inaccessible cardinal” 
ZFIC1(P) + “sup{len(6,, a):a < 6,) = &“. 
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Proof. It was shown in the beginning of this section that an inaccessible is necessary 
for the second asertion. To see that it is sufficient, let M and M [G] be as above, and let 
A be the set built in the Theorem. Apply Theorem 4.34, taking M [G] for N and A for 
X. Then power recursion in M [G] [H] is the same as power recursion in M [G] 
relative to A (at least when the arguments and values are ordinals), so M [G] [H] is 
the model we need. ’ 0 
An interesting fact concerning this last model is given in the next result. 
Lemma 4.39. Let N = M [G[H]] be the model from the last corollary. Then 
N/=v,(&,) < v,, = K1. 
Proof. We work in M [G] and prove this for power set recursion relative to A. 
First we show that v{ = K1. Suppose {e> (8; A) ‘v c( < K1. Then the main claim of 
the proof of Lemma 4.37, {e} (8; b,) N CC For some m, {m} (8; A) N S,, a well-order of 
w of type Kyt*” > c(. So every element of CI is also A-recursive in 8. This implies that 
1’0 - *-K1. 
Second, we show that v{(Si) = KytA1. Since A is countable, this last ordinal is also 
countable. To show this equality, it is sufficient o verify that the ordinals A-recursive 
in S,” are those A-recursive in 8,” and K in the model M [A]; this is sufficient because 
M [A] has a well ordering recursive in A (see Lemma 3.13). Half of what we need 
follows from Lemma 4.14. For the other half, note that for some m, {m}*(Gt) 1 E&t, so 
as A is NA, for some n, {n}“(#) N A. It follows that M [A] is a recursive-in-6; subset 
of the universe (M [G]). Also, K = ‘HI is recursive (in M [G]), so by a fixed-point 
argument, we can get an index u so that if M [A] + (e}* (S,“, K) ‘v x, then 
{uf (e, 6,“) = x. Thus the ordinals A-recursive in 6,” and K in M [A] are recursive in 
6,” (in M[G]). 0 
We can also characterize the consistency strength of the assertion “~~(6~) < v,,” 
relative to other we have studied. 
Theorem 4.40. The following theories are equiconsistent: 
ZF 1 Cl (9) + “there is an inaccessible”, 
ZF 1 Cl (9) + “vo(&,) < vo” + “do is a limit cardinal of L”, 
ZF + “~~(6~) = vO” + “&, is a limit cardinal qf L”. 
Proof. Using Corollary 4.10, the consistency of the last two theories implies the 
consistency of the first by Theorem 4.9. Also, the model already constucted in this 
section shows that the first two theories are equiconsistent by Lemma 4.39. So we need 
only construct a model of the last theory from an inaccessible, and so we sketch 
a construction. 
Start with a CTM M with an inaccessible, and then colllapse as usual to get 
a second model M [Cl. Now the set we code in here will be an end extension of the set 
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A constructed in Lemma 4.37. Since that set was NA, for any end extension B, if 
{e} (0; A) N x then {e} (0; B) N x by the Use Lemma. And the converse holds if B is 
countable, by the proof of the Claim of Theorem 3.9. We will construct such a set B, 
but we know already that for all such B, S,” = S,“, so this ordinal is a limit cardinal in 
L. Also vt = vl = Ki by (the proof of) Lemma 4.39. So we need only extend A to some 
countable set B such that v:(&) = Ki . To do this, we repeat the construction of an 
NA set, but this time we start not with 0 but rather with A, and we use 6,” as an 
argument instead of 0 at all times. The appropriate relativizations of the main claim 
goes through. In effect, we build an NA set for & on top of the NA set for 0. It follows 
by the relativization of the first part of the proof of Lemma 4.39 that v:(G{) = Ki. 
All that remains is apply McAloon coding to B, and then the resulting model has 
the appropriate properties. 0 
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